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Seton Hall
Blaze Kills

GOT BO O K S?

Students
By Karen Clarke
Staff Writer
Boland Hall dormitory at Seton Hall
University went up in flames early yester
day morning, causing three students’ deaths,
but many remained indoors, believing the
fire alarm was one of many false alarms.
Seton Hall’s flames were caused by a
careless cigarette smoker, an anonymous
Seton Hall resident student said.
An MSU student, Kemeisha West, was
on the scene during the early hours when
the fire broke out at approximately 4:30 a.m.
“It was one of the most chaotic situa
tions I had ever seen,” West said. Students
were fleeing the burning building in their
pajamas and flip-flops.
“Some were darkened from the smoke,
but...my friend was severely burned,” West
said.
62 students were injured, beside the
three students who were killed.
Many disregarded fire alarms because
of so many false alarms in the past.
An anonymous Seton Hall science pro
fessor said that classes will be cancelled
until early next week. In addition, an on
going investigation will continue through
out the week.
“This tragedy has been a wake up call
for many students who have ignored alarms
in the past,” a Junior Seton Hall student said.
“I will be sleeping with one eye open
from now on and I won’t ignore any more
fire alarms,” another on-campus resident
said.
MSU also has had a problem with false
fire alarms. In October, Residence Life even
offered a monetary reward for anyone with
information leading to the arrest of the cul
prit.
Every time a fire alarm is pulled here at

JENN WINSKI/

A FAMILIAR WELCOME BACK: Students work their way through the aisles and long lines o f the
University Bookstore yesterday, a day after the Spring 2000 semester was officially underway.

MSU, the Township of Little Falls Fire De
partment responds, but the false alarms keep
the firemen away from real work, Edward
Pomponio, chief of the Little Falls Fire De
partment, said in an Oct. 7 issue of The
Montclarion.
“It’s a boy-who-cried-wolf thing. Stu
dents who live in Blanton and Bohn take it
for granted. They’re playing tricks that en
danger thousands of lives,” Freeman resi
dent Ray Donocan, Sophomore, said. “If
there were a fire, people could die. I think
people need to grow up and stop using the
fire alarm as a practical joke.”

COURTESY O F JEFF ZEIEVANSKY/

AP

SETON HALL ABLAZE: Firefighters arrived at Seton H all University's Boland H all
yesterday morning. The fire killed three students and injured over 60.
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M SU reports no massive
problem s from Y2K bug.

Feature

Transco Pipeline Proposal
Bursts; Certification Denied*
By Joy Thompson

Staff Writer
The proposed pipeline that would have
run through sections of MSU’s campus was
denied certification by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Committee (FERC) on Dec. 15,
1999. In order for the pipeline to proceed,
Transco company would have to meet strict
guidelines set up by FERC.
The decision to not certify the Indepen
dence Project, which includes three natural
gas pipelines, came about because FERC
determined there was not sufficient market
need, according to a Dec. 15, 1999 press
release. FERC Chairman James Hoecker
said FERC “expended every effort to en
sure that the Northeast has adequate infra
structure to meet its future requirements.”
The Transco MarketLink project that would
run 154 miles of 36 inch and 42 inch pipe
through northern New Jersey has had strict
guidelines set upon it if it is to receive later
certification from FERC.
Although there is no certification for the
Independence project, ANR and Transco
companies have already begun to adhere to
the mitigation sat up by FERC. ANR has
appointed an ombudsman to take complaints
from landowners in the pipeline’s path about
trespassing and objectionable land acquisi
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A tribute to M artin Luther
King, Jr.

Arts

tion techniques.
STOP, a coalition against the Indepen
dence project, was dissatisfied with the ap
pointment since the ombudsman was an
ANR employee, chairman Joe Reilly said.
FERC also wanted a third party ombuds
man and ANR will reappoint the position,
said Reilly.
According the the FERC press release,
along with the appointment of ombudsmen
who will be available through toll-free tele
phone numbers, Transco must adhere to
other limitations on the pipeline project:
* Because insufficient market need was
shown, Transco must have 100 percent of
the pipe’s capacity in binding contracts with
at least 35 percent of those contracts bound
to non-affiliate companies.
* A$1 million restoration bond must be
posted and held in trust in case the money
is needed to restore sites along the pipeline
route.
* No construction-related activity may
occur on any of the property the pipeline
runs through until all areas are surveyed and
access is granted with proper environmen
tal permits.
* A post-construction monitoring pro
gram must be implemented to assess crop
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O ur w inter m ovie wrap-up,
featuring reviews o f eight
recent films.
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VELLUCCI: Y2K bug’s
bark was worse than its bite.
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R egional N ews
STUDENTS KILLED IN FIREThree students were killed and
more than 20 injured in fire at Seton Hall University in South Or
ange, NJ. The Boland Residence
Hall fire started at about 4:30 a.m.,
university spokeswoman Lisa
Grider said. It seemed to have be
gan on the third floor, pouring
thick, black smoke out of the win
dows. The conditions of the hos
pitalized students were unavail
able.
D R IV E R S M UST B U C K LE
UPDrivers will have to buckle their
seat belts to avoid being pulled
over and convicted drunk drivers
may be required to take a breath
test before even turning the key in

• 1-17 Officers respond to a fire
alarm at Blanton Hall. They dis
covered maintenance personnel on
the scene. A pipe broke in the ceil
ing of the directors office caused
flooding in the lobby.
• 1-18 A'student worker in the ID
office in the Student Center re
ported that someone removed her
purse from her bag. The bag was
located at her desk.

• 1-8 Officers responded to a fire
alarm in Freeman Hall. They
found a contractor working on the
second floor where the dust par
ticles triggered the alarm. Tl
tern was reset.

ers responded to a re_ohn Hall that a mariritejH had been detected.
, c<ars were directed to a
floor room, but burning inj was {discovered. No CDS
'¿¡¿¡observed.

• 1-9 A male reported toe
to his parked car in thqj'loyd h.
Arena parking lot and d isco v er
the driver’s side of his'dooiy2®
been keyed.
j ’. V

If

if

ggtf

• 1-15 A food service,*rQanagaf;:
Blanton Hall reporte<HHa'
one had gained entry by us’lQg be<
sheets to lower themsel ves'into th
area. It is undetermined if a
occurred.

1^18 A female employee reported
‘ ” to her locked office
►yered her computer,
•fand keyboard missing.

0, while the cities in the mid-west,
like St. Paul, MN, experienced
warmer temperatures.

EX TR EM LY LO W T E M 
PERATURESNEW YORK:
Lake Placid
reached record low temperatures
last week with wind chills below

EL IA N K A Z A N ’S C O U R T
BATTLE CONTINUESMIAMI: Relatives of Elian Kazan,
the child Cuban castaway, will face
federal court this week to try to

NEW OVERSEER POSITIONThe town council may create the
position of Public Safety director
to oversee the Fire and Police De
partments. They have already
thought about Police Chief Tho
mas Russo for the temporary po
sition. According to the Township
manager Terence Reidy, “The
whole purpose for the move is to
give us an opportunity to study
regionalization (an aggreement in
which smaller communities com
bine to share a larger municipal
department).”

Compiledfrom The Montclair Times
and njonline.com by Christina Span.

MEGAN’S LAW CLARIFIEDMegan’s law discussions fill court
rooms because most states do not
specify how much, if any infor
mation should be disclosed by
realtors to potential home buyers.
Named after a 7-year-old New Jer
sey resident who was killed, the
law now requires sex offenders to
be tracked and neighbors to be
notified if they’re living next door.

stop the Immigration and Natural
ization Service from sending
Kazan back to his father in Cuba.
Instead, they want the Florida
court to decide the case because
they believe it will be more sensi
tive to the best interests of Kazan,
last week. Days after the INS said
the boy’s father should decide what
happens to his son, a Florida judge
ruled that the boy could not be
sent back to Cuba until she held a
custody hearing, scheduled for
March 6.

Compiledfrom abc.com and
cnn.com by Christine Zielinski

I nternational N ews
• 1-18 A patrol officer observed a
male inside a Morehead Hall of
fice using a computer after hours.
He fled when asked for I.D., but
was stopped on Webster Road. He
refused to show identification and
was advised that he was under ar
rest, but he resisted. Mark Lawson
of East Orange was released ROR
after being properly identified.
Criminal complaints will be served
charging disorderly conducts and
resisting arrest.

F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

SPARING THE RODENGLAND: Britons may not be
able to punish their children using

• 1-17 Two male Clove Road
Apartment residents fight after an
argum ent. One had a tooth
knocked out and was transported
by ambulance to Mountainside
Hospital. Criminal complaints are
pending._____________________

L O C A L M U SIC S T O R E
CLOSEDA local music store owner closed
down his business after 24 years
o f service last Sunday. Joe
Provenzano opened up Crazy
Rhythms in 1976, and sold all dif
ferent kinds of music, ranging
from jazz to reggae, not sold in
most stores. A local customer, said
the store meant a lot. Provenzano
plans to continue selling his rare

FINGERPRINTING USED TO
PREVENT GUN VIOLENCEW ASHINGTON:
President
Clinton started a $280 million ini
tiative to combat gun violence that
includes a proposal to help police
track bullets to the gun that fired
them by fingerprints on Tuesday.
Supporting gun control has been a
constant issue for the Clinton ad
ministration, often angering the
National Rifle Association. This
move was made to satisfy the
NRA’s request that the federal gov
ernment should spend more to en
force existing gun laws.

CHILD PORNOGRAPHYCANADA: Civil liberty issues
arose in Canadian courts when
they began hearing arguments out
lawing possession of child pornog
raphy. Courts said they would be
powerless to control its possession
if it were legal. The case was
prompted by the decisions of two
lower British Columbia courts that
ruled last year the federal law out
lawing possession of child pornog
raphy was a denial of freedom of
expression. The courts struck
down the provision in the province
but it will still be illegal to make
and distribute child porn.

• 1-16 Floyd Hall Enterprise em
ployee reports a dump truck was
observed emptying dirt and rocks
in the area behind Yogi Berra Sta
dium. A description of the truck
was obtained.

FIRE IN MONTCLAIRMontclair businesses faced a fire
yesterday on Glenridge Avenue,
and suffered a four hour power out
age.

collection of music over the inter
net.

N ational N ews

MSU P olice R eport
• 1-8 Officers responded to a fire
alarm in Bohn Hall. Upon arrival,
they discovered that the alarm
panel indicated a smoke condition
on the fourth floor. No signs of
smoke or fire were present. A
faulty system caused the alarm.

the ignition, after a bill signed yes
terday by Gov. Christie Whitman.

any tools except hands, and can
not hit their children on the ears,
eyes, or head, after a government
proposal. It came after a case
where a British father assaulted his
child, but it was dismissed because
the act was said to be a “reason
able chastisement.”
SOCCER
STAR BEGINS
TREATMENT IN CUBACUB A: Argentine soccer star, Di
ego Maradona flew to the Carib
bean island today to begin lengthy
treatment for a drug addiction. He
thanked Cuba’s communist leader,
Fidel Castro, for overseeing the
arrangement.
NO AGREEMENT REACHED
The U.N. Security Council failed

to reach an agreement on Secre
tary-General Kofi Annan’s choice
for chief weapons inspector for
Iraq.
VIOLENCE EPIDEMIC CONTINUESINDONESIA: Violence increased
in Indonesia when Muslims ran
sacked Christian minorities’ cars
and burned restaurants, only a day
after they desecrated over 10
churches in Lombok, 670 miles
from Jakarta. There were no inju
ries reported.

Compiledfrom abc.com by Christine
Zielinski.

jr

T he M ontclarion
Stories In Progress

Seton Hall Deaths
The fire which killed three students and
injured at least 20 more at Se:ton Hall Uni
versity could happen at MSU.
¿JWjmt‘Ni

M aintenance Problems

SGA Stipends
i f

________________V f *
Maintenance problems continue with
broken water pipes and heating.

The SGA discussed the possibility of
members receiving stipends.

NEWS
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Millenium Preparations Prove Useless as MSU is Y2K OK
By Kevin P. Hancock
Staff Writer
MSU, and the rest of the world, breathed
a collective sigh of relief as Y2K came and
passed, with the so-called millennium bug
causing very few problems worldwide, and
almost none so far on its campus.
The university spent over $120,000, and
set up a special Y2K task force in preparing
for the potential hazards of the Y2K bug.
Members of the task force worked for two

and a half years - right up until the very last
moments of 1999 - to ensure that MSU’s
various computers and systems would be
Y2K compliant. Although there is still a
chance that problems could arise, the money,
time and effort seem to have been well worth
it.
“We weathered [Y2K] very well, we
didn’t have any major glitches at all that we
know of,” said Harry Schuckel, Vice Presi
dent for Budget, Planning and Information
Technology, who reported that the only

f e s t iv a l

problem MSU had was an old server that
kept “cranking out silly dates.”
“It was a fairly trivial thing,” Schuckel
said.
The minor glitch seems to be consistent
with what the rest of the world has experi
enced with Y2K - minor glitches that took a
very short time to fix. Worldwide Y2K prob
lems were reported to be as insignificant as
malfunctioning slot machines in Delaware,
to broken taxicab meters in China.
Hardly the gloom and doom many were
predicting that the Y2K bug would bring.
Major world fears included accidental
nuclear launches, wide spread power out
ages, and long-term food shortages.
At MSU, officials had their own set of
concerns, many of which went beyond mi
nor personal computing problems.

TODAYfl

“What we were even more worried about
than the desktop computer, was the main
business system s o f the university,”
Schuckel said. ‘The student enrollment sys
tem, the financial aid system - we had to
upgrade all of those systems so they would
be compliant.”
‘T he occasional desktop you can live
with problems for a few weeks, biit crank
ing out student grades or paying our em
ployees - that’s critical stuff we had to make
sure was working properly,” Schuckel said.
Another potential problem for the uni
versity was the fear that a rash of viruses
might be released around Jan. 1, by hackers
looking to prey on Y2K fears. In response
to this, MSU followed the lead of other uni
versities and government agencies by shutSee Y2K on R 4
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SAVED: After spending $250,000 on Y2Kprecautions, the university experienced no
computer glitches at the stroke o f twelve, Dec. 31, 1999.

productivity and revegetation for five years
with reports filed quarterly.
Transco must also adopt 93 other miti
gation conditions recommended in FERC’s
Environmental Impact Statement. These are
the most extensive environmental require
ments ever imposed on a pipeline project
by FERC and is due to an unprecedented
num ber of com m entors, according to
FERC’s press release.
The Conservation Club is pleased to hear
the pipeline had not been certified, but still
hold concerns about the project. Conserva
tion Club member Jessica Jorgensen, a Jun
ior business major said, “As a school we
should look more into the safety aspect as
well as the environmental concerns.”
FERC has not addressed safety issues

in its press releases and still remains an im
portant issue to STOP because New Jersey’s
population is dense.
Transco is “not taking into account what
the penalties will be later,” said Conserva
tion Club Event co-ordinator Savrina Diez,
a Junior anthropology rqajor. Gas explo
sions, low real estate values and disturbing
wildlife were some of the penalties, Diez
said. Safety is still paramount on and off
campus. “Residents aren’t so much con
cerned about the environment as they are
about safety,” Diez said.
The SGA is also pleased, but cautious
about FERC’s decision. The SGA will re
main informed about the issue and be will
ing to take action again if necessary, SGA
Secretary Nidara Rourk said.

W e realize w e don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let's just say that at VarsityBooks.com
we've made the most of it. Not only can yoy save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to three business days.
All on a W eb site that's completely reliable and secure. W h a t more do you need to know?

Savings off distributor’s suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.

SAVE UP TO 40% O N T E X T B O O K S .

VarsityBooks.com
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Y2K
C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 3
ting down all of their computer systems from
Dec. 30 to Jan. 1, to guard from acquiring
these viruses. Schuckel believes that the
strategy has worked, as no new viruses have
been reported.
University administrators were not the
only ones with Y2K fears. Students also
had their own set of worries about what the
new year might bring for them.
“It would have been ugly,” said Thomas
Polese, a Senior Broadcasting major in re
sponse to what a Y2K problem could have
meant for MSU students. Polese uses
M SU’s com puter labs every week for
schoolwork.
“There is a shortage of computers to use
as it is,” he said.
Some students were also fearful of what
Y2K could have done to their personal aca
demic information.
“It could have infected the MSU data
bases, which could consequently do a num
ber of things, like tamper with grades or
erase transcripts,” said junior Jason Boyd,
who is also a computer lab assistant for
Academic Technology.
In addition to these potentially major
problems, the MSU Y2K task force had to
worry about other systems that might be
effected by the bug, such as alarms, old
VCRs and the university’s various desktop
computers, and software.
The task force tried to make it as easy
as possible for members of the university to
check their computers for Y2K compliance.
“Folks could simply just log into a server
and run this [Y2K compliance] program
onto their computer, and the results would
register onto a database,” said MSU Direc
tor of Continuous Quality Improvement,
Tim Carey, who was also Schuckel’s staff
appointment to the task force.
Non-compliant hardware and software
was located, and then upgraded to versions
that were safe from the millennium bug, said
Carey.
The MSU Y2K task force was created
by Schuckel and consisted of representatives
from every area o f the university who acted
as coordinators, each in charge o f ensuring
that their particular departments would be
ready for the year 2000.
The coordinators’ main focus was to
educate members of the university about
Y2K, and teach them how to prepare for the
possible problems it could bring, said Carey.
Although MSU did not set up a “Y2K
Command Center” as many businesses and
government agencies had, they did have
members of the task force on standby as the
clock struck midnight. They were aware that
they could be called in at a “moment’s no
tice” had a problem arisen.
“No matter what anyone told you, no
matter how well they thought they were pre
pared, there was a lot of praying going on
around midnight,” Schuckel said.
Despite the initial positive results, there
are thoughts that some areas might have
been overlooked.
Schuckel said he was concerned about
reports that said some Y2K compliant busi
ness software was coming up with bugs that
could range from nagging little problems,
to “fundamental disastrous types of prob
lems.” While nothing has come up yet in
any of MSU’s systems, Schuckel said that
it was something MSU would have its eye
on over the course of the year.
“Hopefully it’s over, but in the event that
there are any issues out there, [members of
the task force] are poised to step in and ad
dress things quickly,” said Carey. “We don’t
expect anything major, but it is always pos
sible that there is some software out there
that still isn’t compliant.”
In light of all the worrying and prepara
tion, Carey believes that the Y2K hype was
a good thing for MSU.
“It forced us to look at some of our old
systems and upgrade them,” he said. “The
end result is that our software and hardware
is now first rate.”

NEWS
HERE COMES THE FLOOD

FLO O D S RUSH IN : Equipment waiting outside Blanton Building Director M a tt Kain’s office
after a flood on Monday.
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of all racial ana eth
backgrounds celebrated me
holiday by performing individual
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acts of kindness through service to
others. Remember, it's not a day
off- it's a day on!”
-Coretta Scott King
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vigíeme
PRINC1
Nonviolence is a Way of life for courageous people;

a v e

PRINCIPLE 2:
Nonvioflhce seeks to win friendship and understanding.

PRINCIPLE 3:
Nonviolence seeks to defeat injustice not peop>le.fc

PRINCIPLE 4:
Nonviolence holds that suffering can educate and transform.

PRINCIPLES:

i birth home

Nonviolence chooses love instead of hate.

The Queen An

PRINCIPLE 6:

its appearance

style h o u s e » "
m !9 2 9 to l 9 ‘

Nonviolence believes that the universe is on the side of
justice.
BOB HITCH/ BLACK SCAR

“M a n y p eo p le fe a r nothing m ore terribly

“There is nothing in all the w orld
greater than freed o m . It is worth paying

than to take a position w hich stands out
sharply a n d clearly fro m the prevailing
opinion. The tendency o f m ost is to adopt
a view that is so am bigious that it will
include everything and so p o p u la r that it

fo r; it is w orth losing a jo b fo r; it is
w orth going to ja il for. I w ould rather
die in abject p o verty with m y convictions
than live in inordinate riches w ith the

w ill include everybody. ”

lack o f s e lf respect. ”

FEATURE
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La Vita e Ancora Bella!
Italian Cultural Event At MSU
• OWL applications avaliable, pick one up
in Morehead Hall room 300

Thursday

• Rush event: Theta Xi movie night, 8 p.m.
SC revolving doors

Friday

• Stop by the store and get the books for
your classes

a

Saturday ^

• Hope for a snow day

Sunday ^

CO UR TESY O F TERRY FIERO

Architect Frank Gerard Godlewski educates students and patrons about his Italy
restoration architecture.
By Terry Fierro

Special to The Montclarion
sk architect Frank G erard
Godlewski what a typical workday
is like and you’re liable to get an
elaborate response. W hether it be
crazygluing potsherds of century old gem
encrusted china or redrawing a Greco-Ro
man grotto simulating a time when Greek
sailing ships ruled the Mediterranean Sea,
Godlewski has never had a typical work
day. At least that’s what he seems to reveal
about his life as an architect restoring his
torical properties in Italy.
The impressive talk and slide presenta
tion held on Sunday, December 19, in Cohen
Lounge brought together a diverse group of
standing-room-only attendees who were

A

treated to an awe-inspiring visual array of
Italian architecture and Bindi deserts.
Hosted by Conversazione e Caffe’ and
The Center for Italian Culture, the informal
group of MSU students and patrons gather
weekly to practice their Italian language
skills. Godlewski’s discourse sparks a re
newed interest for cultural exchange.
A native of Montclair, New Jersey,
Godlewski completed his formal education
in architecture at the Cooper Union School
in New York City and the Architecture In
stitute of Venice in Italy. Hand picked for
his emergent talents by the famous Italian
architect, Aldo Rossi, Godlewski was
whisked off to labor in Italy.

SEE ITALIAN ON P. 7

• Senior Portraits
• English Teacher Information Session, 12:30 p.m. D I178
• Rush event: Theta Xi RAW night, 8 p.m.
SC revolving doors
• Tri Sigma rush night, 8 p.m. SC revolving
doors
• OWL information session, 7-9 p.m.
Morehead Lounge
• Tri Sigma rush night, 8 p.m. SC revolving
doors
• Theta Xi rush mixer with Theta Kappa
Chi, 8:30 p.m. SC revolving doors
• Senior Portraits
• Student Organizations Fair, 11 a.m.-l
p.m. SC Ballrooms
• Tri Sigma rush night, 8 p.m. SC
revolving doors

TH IS IS COLLEGE, YOU CAN'T BE WASTING TIME. G et t o yo ur co m pu ter .
e fo lle tt.c o m .
THE RIG HT BO O R. RIG HT NO W . e fo lle tt.c o m has a c o m plete a n d a c c u r a te
BOOK LIST FOR ALL YOUR COURSES.

SA VE /RONEY, e fo lle tt.c o m has more n e w a n d used te x tb o o k s than a n y b o d y .
A t the l o w e s t prices .
EASY, e fo lle tt.c o m w il l reserve your boo ks right n o w . You ca n pick them up
OR w e ' ll ship them t o y o u .
EASIER YET. I f yo u change yo ur m in d or your c lass , return a n y bo o k ordered
FOR A FULL REFUND.

GET O U T O F LINE, e fo lle tt.c o m
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Italian
Continued from p. 6
Over the past 18 years, he has restored
various villas, palaces, and castles through
out the country’s many regions. In 1985 two
design projects were featured in The
Bianale, an international architectural exhi
bition held in Venice. Now living in Naples,
Mr. Godlewski has just finished co-writing
a new,edition of The F odor’s Guide to
Naples, due out this spring.
His own home is testament to the fact
that he is interested in things-of-old. It is
filled with epoch furniture in the style of
Louie XVI. The foyer walls sport a glit
tery-gold collage of architectural designs.
Una casa vestita a festa!
A house dressed for a feast!, one popu-

lar Italian magazine exclaimed. There is
even a year round Presepio, an elaborate
nativity scene, set up in the comer of his
studio.
Frequently featured and quoted in the
Italian
new spaper C orriere del
Mezzogiorno, Godlewski is linked with the
blue bloods of Italy. Looking through his
impressive address book, one finds the
names of Italian dukes, duchesses, princes,
princesses and Nobel Prize winners with
whom he cavorts on a regular basis.
Names like Antonia Stradivari of the
famous Stradivarius violin family and
Arabella Gaetani d ’Aragona have shared
grand ballroom space together with

Take a FREE practice MCAT or LSAT!
F re e f u l l - l e n g t h
p r a c t ic e t e s t s !

F re e p ra c tic e G M A T
a v a i l a b l e o n l i n e at
w w w .re v ie v v.co rn !

Sunday,
February, 6th
Montclair U.

Free p ra ctic e G K t
a v a i l a b l e o n l i n e at
w w w .re v ie w .c o m !

Richardson Hall
Rooms 104 & 118

Howwould you do ifyou took the test today? Take a free test
and find out! Call today to reserve a space!
MCAT Course on campus starts Feb. 6th.
MSU students receive $50 off any course on campus!

For exact times and to
reserve a space,

CALL TODAY!

(800)2-REVIEW

The Princeton Review

THE INSTITUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System

A S AN EGG D O N O R ,
YOU CAN H E L P A
C O U P L E BE W H A T
T H E Y ’VE ALWAYS
DREAMED OF BEING.
A F A M IL Y .
"TheInstitute for Reproductive

After you have completed an egg

Medicine and Science of Saint

donor cycle, you will be compensated

Barnabas Medical Center is seeking

$5,000. To qualify, you must have med
ical insurance and be able to provide

egg donors.
There are many infertile couples
whose only dream is to have a family.
That's why we’re reaching out to you—

your own transportation to and from
the hospital.
Residents of New York can have

women of all ethnic backgrounds,

screening and daily monitoring tests

between the ages of 21 and 32, who

performed locally by a physician practice

are willing to donate eggs. You will be

which Is associated with the Institute.

carefully screened both medically and
psychologically to ensure your optimum
health. Our donation program adheres
to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.

For m ore in fo rm atio n
on bein g an egg donor,
please call 1 (800) 824-3123.

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate of the Saint Barnabas Health Care System

OldShortHUbRoad

Livingston,NewJersey07039
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Godlewski. But let it be known that he is of the royal Borbone.
Ferdinando I then sold it to Duke Luigi
not an elitist. He spends a great amount of
time volunteering in the neglected neighbor Giusso in 1821 whose heirs still own it to
day. In its era, Astapiana housed a typical
hoods of Naples.
As disclosed in the evening’s slide pre Neapolitan kitchen with extensive counters
sentation, Godlewski is currently curator of made of highly decorative majolica tiles on
several historic properties, which he will be a stucco floor. These colored ceramics are
offering as part of a 10 day cultural program still made in Vietri a nearby town on the
for interested travelers beginning this sum Amalfi Coast.
One can only imagine the walk-in hearth
mer. One such impressive site is IL Pizzo
Sant’Aniello in Sorrento near Naples. firing throughout the day while a staff of
Owned by Duke Paolo Roberto Imperiali di fifty cook and prepare for a feast. Valuable
Francavilla, an agricultural and ecological artwork has since been transferred from the
habitue, IL Pizzo is located in an old fish convent and removed to the villa after which
ing village dating back to the mid-1800s.
the church is said to have collapsed.
Opening with a view of the modest
Another property is II Palazzo Cattaneo
gatehouse one is led to a citrus farm with a Ala Ponzone located in Cremona a tradi
private coastline disclosing the Bay of tional small northern Italian town near Milan
Naples and Mount Vesuvius in the distance. unchanged since the Industrial Revolution.
Guests who have stayed at this property have Cremona is the birthplace of the famous Ital
waxed poetic about the rhythmic beauty of ian almond-nougat confection Torrone cre
orange tree archways and unforgettable sun ated in the 15th century for the marriage of
sets. The ancient method of lemon farm Francesco Sforza.
ing, still in use today, employs 20-foot high
Lanfranchi a generations-old family run
paglierelle.
Pasticeria makes fresh sweets daily. Still
These stately chestnut frame structures following artisan traditions, Cremona is an
protect thfe fruit from excessive sun and agricultural community. It features thou
wind. At one time mulberries were grown sands of acres of parkland along the Po River
to produce silkworms. As revealed by an where townspeople and visitors can fish,
other slide, Italian farmers string rete among hike and bike ride. A haven for a naturalist.
the olive trees on the Pizzo
Slides disclosed IL
property.
Palazzo as a neoclassical pal
Rete, or Italian nets, are
ace with a 15-foot high
used to catch falling olives at
wooden scrolled mirror and
“G odlew ski s
harvest time in November and
an oval ballroom with a dome
greatest challenge
December. As advised by
vaulted ceiling rivaling the
lies ahead - to
Godlewski, due to a recent
Sistine Chapel. According to
breathe life into
dry spell, the year 2000 will
Godlewski, The Marchese
produce superior olive oil.
Antonio Cattaneo, an enlight
these once
According to Pizzo’s his
ened and aristocratic figure,
thriving
tory, the grounds were aban
built the estate in 1788.
historical
doned for quite some time
At that time, he took three
properties.
before thieves wandered
properties and transformed
through the farm house
them into a palace that would
snatching valuable paintings
house a rare collection of ar
and furniture. Godlewski
tifacts, musical instruments
then cataloged and dated the entire remains and arms. It then became a concert hall for
recomposing priceless pieces of household the Philharmonic. A glimpse of the cortile
goods and art. One must remember that and formal gardens gives view to twenty
precious frescos and tempera can only be thousand square feet of ballroom where light
cleaned by hand with a dry cloth to prevent filters in between burdened caryatids.
damage, while aged wooden floors must be
To maintain the upkeep of such a pala
soaked with linseed oil every month.
tial estate IL Palazzo Cattaneo currently
In each room there is a fireplace or coal hosts weddings, meetings, special events
stove. As pointed out, only a skilled tradi and receptions to a capacity of five hundred
tional labor force, now old enough to retire, guests. Ballrooms with names like Salone
can be trusted to maintain such historic prop Ovale, Sala Diana, Sala D ’lngresso, Sala
erties. Younger artisans, farmers and work dell’Albero, Saladegli Specchi,and Salette
ers are needed, but after obtaining a formal Verdi della Musica stir up visions of past
education, the children of these toilers do grandeur.
not want to engage in manual labor. This
There is even a restaurant, Ristorante
has resulted in an increase in Moroccan and Martinelli, on the premises specializing in
Polish workers.
fine cuisine. Duke Paolo Roberto would like
With the decreased birth rate in Italy it to continue the tradition of using this prop
is now cost prohibitive for a family to main erty to promote an appreciation of the arts
tain such a majestic home. Currently the and sciences.
He has recently established a foundation
house is used only in the months of July and
August for close lineage and friends of Duke that will bring together patrons, philoso
Paolo Roberto. A skeleton crew of farmers phers, and scientists to share ideas on ecol
and other workers occupy the outbuildings ogy, art and agriculture. Future plans also
year round.
include cooking lessons for guests by mas
Now that the painstaking restoration of ter Italian chefs with risotto and osso bueo
IL Pizzo is complete, Godlewski’s job is to specialties of the house.
animate this twenty-five room, five-cottage
Other properties Godlewski has restored
property. Recently, one of the grottos was waiting to be shared by cultural aficiona
transformed into a fully staged two hundred dos include the stately Palazzo Biscari in
seat capacity theater with a private show Catania, Sicily, owned by the Princes
ing of the Agamemnon. Where once it took Moncada Paterno Castello, which has an
dozens of voyagers to pull in a warring exterior similar to the one used in the Ital
Greek sailing vessel, actors and actresses ian film Gatto Pardo; The Palazzetto Pisani
now perform in these caves with the Bay of on the Grand Canal in Venice; and a
Naples as their backdrop.
palladian villa on the outskirts of Venice in
Long ago, laborers at IL Pizzo carted Vicenza.
royalty back and forth to a nearby convent
As he enthusiastically restates through
property, Astapiana built in 1578. Popes and out his presentation, Godlewski’s greatest
princes from the 16th to the 18th century, challenge lies ahead - to breathe life into
including Gioacchino Murat and Giuseppe these once thriving historical pioperties.
Bonaparte, kin of Napoleon, traveled on
these portantine or sedan chairs for two
hours to reach the church of St. Maria in
Jerusalem high on a fiiil. Once occupied by
monks, Astapiana became one of the houses
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The ABCs o f the Flu: For
Every Student and Budget
By Lisa Gribbin

Assistant Feature Editor
ust when you thought it was hard
enough to get motivated and head back
to school after winter break...With the
crazy combination of cold and warm tem
peratures we’ve been having paired with the
official arrival of winter, the flu season has
arrived.
If you find yourself extremely busy and
already stressed with the prospect of get
ting the flu, don’t worry. There are some
effective methods to successfully treat the
flu that will have you feel
ing better in no time.
Recent pharmaceutical
treatments for the flu in
clude both the antiviral
drugs Relenza and Tamiflu,
and an influenza vaccine
given before flu season
(late December through
early March) approaches.
The medications have
been proven to be effective
treatments against battling
the flu, and the vaccination
has shown to have a 70%
to 90% success rate in pre
venting illness in young adults, according
to a recent report by the Centers for Dis
ease Control and Prevention.
Although these new treatments are help
ful in fighting the flu, they are not for ev
eryone, and have guidelines to follow as
well as possible side effects. The two pre
scription drugs have to be taken within the
first 48 hours of flu symptoms to be of any

J

help, and the vaccination should be admin
istered between September and November
to provide maximum protection.
The vaccination is an actual flu virus that
is grown in the eggs of hens and injected
into your body, and is best given before flu
season begins to provide the best immunity.
If these treatments sound a bit expen
sive and scary, don’t worry. There are plenty
of other methods to get better fast without
someone sticking a needle in you with a vi
rus grown in eggs and taking medication that
can be costly if you don’t have good medi
cal insurance.
If you’re on a tight budget and can barely
scrape enough change off the
floor of your car for a beer run,
these tips are for you! Not only
do they involve rest and relax
ation, which is one of the best
free things in life.Jju t yoiir
friends will feel so sorry for you
that they are bound to cater to
you and bring you things for the
next few days. There may be
some benefits to being sick af
ter all...
First of all, whatever symp
toms you have, it really is best
to stay home to avoid getting
others sick. This way, you are
doing your part in protecting others and also
getting a chance to lay around all day and
watch TV while you fight your way back to
health.
And it is always smart to let your teach
ers know. Make sure to call when you sound
really awful; teachers know when you are
pretending to be sick just so you can skip
class.

“ ...it really is
best to stay
home to
avoid getting
others sick.

— w

Flu Symptoms
Headache
Fever

Runny nose
Cough
Chills

When to see a doctor
• Shaking chills
• Fever o f over 100 degrees for
more than three days, a fever that is
not reduced when taking aspirin, or
a fever over 100 degrees that begins
three days after the onset o f cold
symptoms
• Loss o f balance

• Severe pain in ears or on face
• Vomiting
• Anyone who suffers from a chronic
illness like diabetes and asthm a and
has any cold or flu symptoms
• Sym ptom s of sore throat or sinus

If you have a fever, always make sure
to drink plenty of water and juice. Avoid
coffee and alcohol, which are dehydrating
and provide too much enjoyment for you to
have right now. Remember that you are
sick. You must try to stay as miserable as
possible so people will come over and bring
you chicken soup (which is another fluid
you should have.)
Health professionals recommend that
you wear light layers of clothing when you
have a fever; bundling up in sweaters and
blankets will make you feel even warmer.
Take some Tylenol or ibuprofen (the most
expensive things you will have to buy) to
reduce your temperature.
If you have a bad cough or a sore throat,
a good way to get free stuff from your
friends would be to call them up so they
can hear how bad you sound and feel very
sorry for you.
If that doesn’t work, you can make a
mixture of honey and lemon (2 parts honey
to one part lemon juice, check with your
doctor before trying this if you have diabe

tes) to ease your throat if you don’t like
cough syrup.
Breathing steam from a shower or a bowl
of hot water can help clear a cough. Gar
gling with salt water (1/4 teaspoon in one
cup of warm water) provides instant relief
for an irritated throat. Ice pops, hard candy,
and cough drops are other good remedies
for a sore throat, too. If you smoke, now
would be a good time to avoid it.
If you are congested, hot drinks like tea
and soup and spicy foods can help you feel
better quickly. Nose drops made from a mix
ture of salt and water (using 1/4 teaspoon
of salt in 1 cup of warm water will help clear
your sinuses. If blowing your nose ail day
made it red and irritated, use petroleum jelly
to soothe it.
You are now well equipped to fight the
flu if need be. If you would like more info
about the flu vaccine, prescription drugs for
influenza, or other remedies, go to the
website for the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention at www.cdc.gov or contact
the site www.onhealth.com.

Campaign2000

congestion for more thank two weeks

Campus Recreation Jobs
Looking for part-tim e, on-campus work? Campus

Be a part ofhistory!

Recreation has exactly what you're looking for!

Join us on a road trip to New Hampshire.
Witness the final days before the

We are currently hiring:
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> Fitness Attendants
> Intramural Basketball Officials
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Hotel accommodations =
$89 per night/ per room
($10 each additional person)
*** DELUXE breakfast included ***
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Save gas and wear and tear on your car.
Stay on campus, have fun, meet great people
and work for Campus Recreation!!!
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The 1999-2000 W inter Movie Review:
From A M an on the M oon To A M an on D eath Row
By Michael Finnerty and Justin Vellucci
We ale the stale popcorn so you didn't have to.

inal exams were over, you packed
your bags and got out of your resi
dence hall. The holiday season was
suddenly underway. So, what was on top
of your list of things to do beyond picking
up more wrapping paper and tossing back
another glass or two of eggnog? How about
a few trips to the local theater?
What better way to start off a holiday
season that is full of mythical tales about a
jolly, old fat man who climbs down your
chimney than by catching a film based on
the life of another eccentric individual, the
late comedian Andy Kaufman. In Man on
the M oon, Jim Carrey (The Truman Show,
The Mask) gives dimension to the often
enigmatic Kaufman .through scenes that
sought to recreate the comedian’s life and
body of work. Carrey deals with the awk
ward m aterial m asterfully, sw itching
seamlessly from Kaufman’s early days as a
m isunderstood stand-up com ic to his
^oddball debut singing the “Mighty Mouse”
theme song on Saturday Night Live and his
years as a cast member on the sitcom Taxi.
When Kaufman’s life takes a turn for the
worst, such as his detour into the world of
wrestling or, more importantly, his contract
ing a rare and terminal form of lung cancer,
Carrey’s concentration is not broken, and
the audience is treated to an impressive dra
matic performance from an actor who has
truly transformed himself in recent roles.
While Carrey’s performance was im
pressive, and he was backed by an able sup
porting cast (including, oddly, DannyDevito
who played manager George Shapiro in
stead of appearing as his own character on
Taxi), the film was a weak one for Milos
Forman, director of One Flew Over The
Cuckoo’s Nest and Amadeus, among others.

F
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Jim Carrey is “m ighty”as Andy Kaufman,
even i f Man on the Moon lacks punch.

Forman seems to be stuck on portraying the
genius outcasts of society (McMurphy in
Cuckoo’s Nest, Mozart in Amadeus, Larry
Flynt in The People Vs. Larry Flynt) and
while this formula seems to have worked
for him in the past, it doesn’t always shine
through in Man on the Moon. What the
viewer is instead treated to is a series of se
quences in Kaufman’s life, strung together,
seemingly, without reason. While screen
w riters Scott A lexander and Larry
Karaszewski, who penned Larry Flynt as
well as Ed Wood, seem to have found some
degree of success in past biopics, little in
sight is offered into why Kaufman was the
way that he was. Creative genius or eccen
tric goofball, despite a brilliant showing
from Jim Carrey, the movie, by the end,
seems to leave the viewer with as many
questions as they had at the beginning.
“I always thought it was better to be a
fake somebody than a real nobody,” Matt
Damon (Good Will Hunting, Saving Private
Ryan) says near the end of The Talented Mr.
Ripley, Anthony Minghella’s follow-up to
The English Patient. In the film, adapted
from a novel by Patricia Highsmith, Damon
plays Tom Ripley, a wandering piano player
who takes a pretty piece of cash from
Herbert Greenleaf, a business tycoon, to
bring his bohemian son back from an end
less trip to Europe. What follows is part
travelogue, part psychological thriller.
Minghella’s film highlights all of the breath
taking corners of the Italian landscape and
the viewer is literally sucked into a world
where Dickie Greenleaf, played by Jude
Law (G attaca, eXistenZ), and M arge
Sherwood, played by Gwyneth Paltrow
0Shakespeare in Love, Seven) bounce be
tween riverboats, stunning outdoor cafes and
jazz lounges.
Damon is the lifeblood of Ripley and,
while he truly mines the depths of his
character’s psychology and motives, the
film is almost in
credibly predict
able. Ripley
t a k e s
Greenleaf’s iden
tity, uses it to play
around among the Euro
pean elite, and tries his
hardest to avoid Greenleaf’s
friends, including a wonderfully
snobbish Philip Seymour Hoffman
(Happiness, Magnolia) as Freddie Miles.
In the end, while some of the twists and
turns of the film’s final moments are re
juvenating, all that really remains is won
drous scenery and a spectacular perfor
mance by Damon. It’s just another ex
ample of a single actor carrying a sometimes-incomplete film.
When it comes to film adaptations
of novels, however, Frank Darabont’s
big screen translation of Stephen King’s
serial novel “The Green Mile” takes the
cake. A three hour plus opus that plays
as an interesting religious allegory, The
Green Mile is the story of one man’s ten
ure as a guard on death row (referred to
in the film as “the green mile”) and his
interaction with inmates, including an
enormous convicted childkiller named
John Coffey. Tom Hanks (Saving Pri
vate Ryan, Forrest Gump) is Paul
Edgecomb, the guard on death row, who
shares his work duties with a spectacu
lar cast including David Morse (Contact,
12 Monkeys) and Barry Pepper (Saving
Private Ryan). While Hanks does a great
job portraying the guard confused by the
healing powers of Coffey and question
ing larger religious implications, it is
Michael Clark Duncan (Armageddon,
Bulworth) as the behemoth John Coffey
who steals the show. He carries a child

C O U R TES Y O F CO LU M B IA PICTURES

WINONA, WHY DO WE EVEN BOTHER?: Angelina Jolie (r.) and Winona Ryder
prove that you can ride a dead horse into the sunset in the predictable Girl, Interrupted.
like innocence and naivete through the film
which seems to transform the inmates on
“the mile,” especially Eduard Delacroix,
played by Michael Jeter (The Fisher King,
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas).
Though Darabont acted as a ghost writer
for Saving Private Ryan, it is his on-screen
translation of King’s The Shawshank Re
demption (with Tim Robbins and Morgan
Freeman) for which he is the most known.
If he plays it right, he could have a criti
cally and commercially successful career
bringing all of King’s works to the silver
screen. The film plays almost exactly as
the serial novefs 3fdrwith*minor exceptions,
and, despite the 188-minute running time,
King’s narrative will keep you focused un
til the end.
Another novel that’s made its way to the
screen is the life story of boxer Rubin “Hur
ricane” Carter, adapted by Sam Chaiton.
Based on Carter’s novel, The Hurricane is
the tale of the conviction of Carter for a
crime that he didn’t commit, and the fight
to set him free. Denzel Washington (Malcom
X, Glory) portrays the imprisoned Carter
with a stunning amount of intensity and fo
cus and many of the social messages in the
film, epitomized in both Carter’s imprison
ment due to his race and the growth of the
civil right movement, hit home due to
Washington’s on-screen presence. Much
like Carrey’s portrayal of Kaufman in Man
On The Moon, Denzel Washington was truly
committed to his character and the film
proves that time and again. The backing
cast also worked well together, but did not
rise to the level of Washington’s perfor
mance, leaving individual roles and the
movie as a whole lacking some emotion and
punch (pun intended).
Did Chaiton take too many liberties in
bringing the story of “The Hurricane” to the
screen though? The film, while centered on
a charismatic Denzel Washington, seems to
gravitate toward Hollywood formula: a child
writes a letter to Carter and, throughout,
continues to fight to free a wronged man.
While in real life, “The Hurricane” hit loud
est, perhaps, in the courtrooms and in the
folk song penned by Bob Dylan, the film
would have us believe that the love of one
boy did it all. Bordering on sappy, it almost
seems like an offense to Carter himself and
his lawyers. The Hurricane paints a pretty
picture with a powerful protagonist fight
ing against society’s injustice, but, overall,
the film emphasizes the mediocre and some
times overlooks the important.
Cut from the boxing ring to the football
arena with the latest/from director Oliver
Stone (Platoon, JFK), Any Given Sunday.
A1 Pacino (The Godfather, Heat) leads the

all-star cast as an intense, over-the-top coach
of a team that loses its legendary quarter
back, Jack “Cap” Rooney, played by Den
nis Quaid (Wyatt Earp, DOA) and then takes
a plummet in the standings. Enter pomp
ous rookie superstar, Willie Beaman, played
by Jamie Foxx (of the television series In
Living Color) and the daughter of the team’s
owner, played with amazing intensity by
Cameron Diaz (Being John Malkovich,
Something About Mary). Mix together an
intense cast, a narrative bent on addressing
tradition, fame, and power, and you have
another Oliver Stone classic.
One of the most striking elements of the
film, and what seems to give much of the
scenes their edge, is the photography, mas
tered by cinematographer Salvatore Totino.
From rapidly-edited scenes in the middle of
the grid-iron to an amazing amount of de
tail in depictions of the media, the film lit
erally snaps at viewers. Beyond this,
Pacino’s vocal cords haven’t seen this much
action since the days o f And Justice For AH,
and his mannerisms and ability to dominate
a scene never ceases to amaze.
No holiday season, however, would be
complete without its fair share of stinkers
and flops, and, for December, the losers of
the bunch seem to be Deuce Bigalow: Male
Gigolo and Winona Ryder’s newest vehicle,
Girl, Interrupted.
Where has Rob Schneider been for the
last few years? While he has surfaced only
occasionally since his tenure on Saturday
Night Live (in Big Daddy and on several of
Adam Sandler’s comedy records), his new
est foray onto the screen is anything but
filled with firew orks. W hile Deuce
Bigalow: Male Gigalo features a handful
of good laughs (including a baseball game
attended by a lively young woman diag
nosed with Tourette’s syndrome), it really
offers nothing beyond this and where films
like Happy Gilmore have succeeded in this
genre in the past, Bigalow seems to fall flat.
Toss in an attempt at a romantic interest
beyond Bigalow's casual escapades (the film
revolves mostly around Schneider’s role as
the male gigolo), and the entire film just
seems sloppy.
In Copland, James Mangold showed us
the dark underbelly of a corrupted New Jer
sey police department, complete with per
formances from Sylvester Stallone (Rocky,
Assassins), Robert DeNiro (Taxi Driver,
Raging Bull), Harvey Keitel (Pulp Fiction,
The Last Temptation o f Christ), and Ray
Liotta (Goodfellas, Field of Dreams). In
Girl, Interrupted, which he adapted from
the novel by Susanna Kaysen, he shows us
See W IN T E R on p. 11
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What'slip, Tfpenlfly?
Out and about in the local arts scene

Arts & Entertainment

A n i Shines R ight D own To the Teeth
By Anna Lawrence

Thursday. January 20
Coco Lee, Bowery Ballroom, New York,
NY. (212)533-2111
Blue Dogs, Mercury Lounge, New York,
NY. (212)260-4700

Friday, ianuary 21
TLC, Christina Aguilera, Madison Square
Garden. (212)465-MSG1

Saturday, Ianuary 22
Funky Meters, Irving Plaza, New York,
NY. (212)777-1224
Possible Side Effects Comedy
Revolution, Twelve Miles West Theater,
Montclair, NJ. (732)516-0838 Free
preview, 11 P.M.-

Sunday, January 23
Halley Dellestern, CD Release Party,
Mercury Lounge, New York, NY.
(732)260-4700

Monday. January 24
Catatonia, Bowery Ballroom, New York,
NY. (212)533-2111
The Band With No Name, Kenny’s
Castaways, New York, NY. (212)979-9762

Tuesday. January 25
Michael Hewett, Honey Child, The Lion's
Den, New York, NY. (212)477-2782

W ednesday; lonuarv 2 6
Professor and Maryann, CBGB, New
York, NY. (212)677-0455

(Wovie Releases
Thursday, January 20
Boiler Room, Dir: Ben Younger. Giovanni
Ribisi, Nia Long, Vin Diesel, Ron Rifkin,
Jamie Kennedy

Friday. Ianuary 21
Play it to the Bone, Dir: Ron Shelton.
Woody Harrelson, Antonio Banderas,
Lolita Davidovich, Lucy Liu, Tom
Sizemore.
Rear Window, Dir: Alfred Hitchcock.
James Stewart, Grace Kelly, Thelma
Ritter, Wendell Corey, Raymond Burr,
limited re-release

T re a tis e P e n fO K n u m c e s
On Golden Pond, opening Friday,
Jan. 21, running Fridays and Saturdays at
8 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. until Feb. 5.
Performed at The Barn Theater, Montville,
NJ. (973)334-9320
Pigeons on the Walk, opening today,
Thursday, Jan. 20 at 8p.m. Showing
Thursdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 2 p.m. until Feb. 20.
Performed at the Bickford Theater at the
Morris Museum, Morristown, NJ.
(973)538-0434

Assistant Arts Editor

ni DiFranco, the best female folk
rocker you’ve probably never heard
of, closed the twentieth century
with her greatest album to date. To the
Teeth, released on DiFranco’s very own
Righteous Babe Records, goes political, to
the circus and to the very depths of the soul
in the way that only DiFranco can.
To the Teeth opens with the song of the
same name, addressing the state of America
today and DiFranco’s own ad
vice for the future. What makes
“To the Teeth” so powerful, is
the style in which it is presented.
The finger-picking on acoustic
guitar is an overly sim ple,
barely there kind of melody. Its
sim plicity
em phasizes
DiFranco’s vocals. She sounds so alone and
alienated as she sings, fed up and aggravated
with the place America has degenerated into,
a place where “school kids keep trying to
teach us/ what guns are all about/ confuse
liberty with weaponry/ and watch your kids
act it out.”
She also goes on to mention civil rights
activist Malcolm X, “He said the chickens
all come home to roost/Yeah, Malcolm fore
casted this flood/Are we really gonna sleep
through another century/ while the rich
profit off our blood?” DiFranco finishes the
vocal part of the song with her “humble
opinion” and what she suggest we do,
which, when you think about it, may be the
truth of the matter and a great revelation,
not just one singer’s humble opinion.
“Open fire on Hollywood/ open fire on
MTV/ open fire on NBC and CBS and ABC/
open fire on the NRA/ and all the lies they
told us/ along the way/ open fire on each
weapons manufacturer.” As DiFranco sings,
listeners just nod their heads in awe and
agreement at her innocent voice and poi
gnant lyrics.
Another political song is the stirring
“Hello Birmingham,” where she addresses
the shootings and violence surrounding
abortion doctors and clinics. DiFranco adds
a personal touch to this song by talking about
her own abortion experience. Some may
find it shocking that she can write beautiful
songs about such personal subjects. How
ever she does it, she does it beautifully. It
takes strength, and also a lot of creativity.
DiFranco has both of these.
Anyone who is fam iliar with Ani
DiFranco’s music knows that she doesn’t
stay too serious for too long, and she does
upbeat music as well as her slower songs.
“Freakshow” is a perfect example.
What could be more upbeat than the cir
cus? It’s amusing how she sings, “but life
on the outside ain’t easy/ no sequins, no el
ephants/ no parading around,” as if sequins,
elephants and parading around were major
requirements for a happy, easy life. It’s kind
of hard to understand what’s so important
about love and compliance, as she sings in
the chorus, but somehow, Ani must know
something about the circus life that “the
folks on the outside don’t know.”
While an uproar has erupted over raprockers Limp Bizkit and Kid Rock, a little
bit of rap has infiltrated the DiFranco uni
verse as well, in the totally grooving song,
“Swing.” Not only does a guest, “Corey
Parker” add a rap, Daren Hahn brings his
skills with turntables into the mix. A saxo
phone, Wurlitzer, bells, triangle, bass and
acoustic guitar round out the instruments,
making it an interesting blend, well worth
the listen.
Another refreshing song is “The Arriv

A

als Gate,” detailing DiFranco’s
day trips to the airport, where
she is content to watch fami
lies reuniting. “I just want to
sit here for a while/ I have de
termined/ it’s a sure cure for
cancer.”
You could spend days with
“To The Teeth.” Every time
you listen to the CD, you’ll
hear something new, like try
ing to discern DiFranco’s fe
male voice from The Artist
Formerly Known As Prince’s
fem ale sounding
voice.
Reading
through the CDs
booklet, you’ll dis
cover that not only
are members of Ani’s
band credited with
playing their respec
tive instruments, crickets are
also credited with playing their
legs. Reading DiFranco’s lyr
ics without the music is like
reading poetry.
It’s amazing that DiFranco
has remained an independent,
relatively unknown to most of
America’s society since her
first CD, self titled, appeared
P H O T O CURTESY O F RIGHTEOUS BABE RECORDS
in 1990. Over 15 albums later,
Fed up with the world? Want to join the circus? Join
Difranco is still that relatively
unknown folk/punk/rock ‘n’ A n i DiFranco on her latest album, To the Teeth.
roll girl, putting her all into
ever musical venture, and into the record will be the year DiFranco gets mainstream
label she launched. R ighteous Babe appeal and approval, while still maintain
Records. Perhaps the twenty first century ing her independent voice.
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At Rutgers-Newark Summer Session, You'll get:
■

A wide selection of Undergraduate Courses in Aits 8 Sciences,
Business, and Criminal Justice

■

Graduate Courses in English, History, Nursing, Political Science,
MPA, and Social Work

■

Distance Learning Classes and Saturday Morning Classes

■

Your choice of six-week, ten-week, or twelve-week sessions...
Day 8 Evening Classes

■

Credits transferable to other colleges and universities

■

A vibrant academic atmosphere for... Rutgers students,
visiting students and professionals.
For a free Summer Session catalog,
including registration form

Call 973-353-5112
www.nitgersnewaiksummeLcom
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Alan Rickman (Die Hard, Dogma), but
sometimes plays just too much like bad tele
vision. While this is surely the intention,
and really captures the essence of what a
Continued from p. 9
bad television series like Galaxy Quest re
ally is, it isn’t always easy to watch and, by
the dark underbelly of poor acting and an the end, you’re almost waiting for canned
laughter to run over the credits.
unbelievably predictable story-line.
And what would a winter movie review
Winona Ryder (Alien.Resurrection,
Beetlejuice) is Susanna, a bored and unin be without a trailer of coming attractions?
teresting mental institution patient whose We can all start breathing again since
only aspiration is to keep a journal about Leonardo DiCaprio, the disappearing act of
her life. Angelina Jolie (Bone Collector, Titanic fame, is set to appear in The Beach.
Gia) plays Lisa, a fellow patient with a wild Director Ridley Scott (Blade Runner) is set
streak and a history at attempted escapes. to deliver the epic Gladiator, starring
They team up, plan an escape, flee to
Russell Crowe (L.A. Confidential, The
Insider). Woody Harrelson (The
the housfe of another former
People
Vi.
mental patient and camp out,
Larry Flynt,
trying to figure out, apparently,
N atural Born
if the script can become any
Killers) is set to go
more formulaic. And it does.
head to head with An
The ending is nothing more
than a blip on the screen,
tonio Banderas (The
a last breath from a tired
M ask o f Zorro, D es
screenplay. While films
perado) in the boxing film.
COUR TESY O F WARNER BROS
like Thelma & Louise have
Play It To The Bone. Den
really succeeded at tap FUZZY FRIEND: This little
nis Quaid will follow up his
ping into feminist philoso mouse accompanies the
turn as an aging quarter
phy and translating it into condemned in The Green Mile. back in Any Given Sunday
narratives of escape and
with Frequency, a film
liberation, Girl, Inter
about a sunspot that creates
rupted, while it might turn out to be a com a window where a man can talk through his
mercial success, seems vague, dull and un ham radio with his now-deceased father.
Perhaps most promising of all, however, is
inspired.
While it was hardly groundbreaking. the adaptation of Bret Easton Ellis’ intense
Galaxy Quest proved to be one of the more novel American Psycho, with Christian Bale
original films of the season, playing as a (M idsum m er N ight's Dream, Velvet
parody on the Star Trek cult following and Goldmine) playing the lead and Mary
phenomenon. In the film, Tim Allen (Jungle Harron (/ Shot Andy Warhol) directing.
to Jungle, The Santa Clause) stands at the
So, winter break is over, classes are back
helm of the Galaxy Quest team, a group of in session and all of the holiday sales have
semi-washed up actors from an old televi ended. The winter blockbuster popcorn is
sion show who are contacted by extrater stale and you lost your ticket stub, but if you
restrials unaware of the fact that the show start saving your pennies now, you might
is fictional. The film features good perfor be able to pull together enough cash to catch
mances from Allen, as well as Sigourney another “can’t miss movie event” come
Weaver (Alien, Gorillas in the Mist) and June.
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“A MAGICAL, MUSICAL,
ANIMATED MASTERPIECE!”
“ IM A X * Is T he W a y T o S ee It - N o t J u st A s A F i l m , B ut A s A n E v e n t .”
R ojer Ebert, C H IC A G O SUN -T IM ES

" ‘F a n t a s i a 2000’ In t r o d u c e s S e v e n N e w M u s i c a l
M o v e m e n t s W hile K e e p i n g ‘ T he S o r c e r e r ’ s A p p r e n t ic e .’

Two Thumbs U p !”
Roger Ebert and H arry Knowles,
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Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go
right off ramp, go three tra ffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

3 7 3 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7
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E X P E R I E N C E Kodak

ENTERPRISES. INC.
[g | ^ . www.fonlosia2000.comnurropgonetwowc N NS y ' 7ÿ ' ¿s 3 . Í S ko . C j u E § S r» ’ ©DISNEY
®IMAX CORPORATION
RESERVE YOUR TICKETS TODAY! EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT ENDS APRIL 30.

RtGAL IMAX* THEATRE

SONY IMAX* THEATRE

IMAX* THEATRE PALISADES CENTER

I-95 Exil 16, New Rochelle

Broadway 6 68th Street, NYC

Take Exit 12 on (he N.Y.S. Ihruwoy

Showtime! & Info: (9 I4 ) 576-5757

Group Solei: (212)336-5025

to the Palisades Center, Weil Nyock

Groups, portiti, eventi: (914) 632-2223

Showtime!: (212) 336-5000

Group Solei: (914) 353-5555

Daily: 11AM,U 5,7,9
Advance Ticleti:(212) 50-lO£WS #638
Showtime! & Tickets: (914) 3S8-IA4AX
NOPASSESORDISCOUNTCOUPONS
Daily: 10:30AM,12:30,2:30,4:30,6:30, Daily: 12,1:45,3:30,5:15,7,8:45 Additional Shows:
HONOREDDURINGTHISENGAGEM
ENT 8:30,10:30 AdditionalShow: Sat 12:30AM
Frii Sat 10:30PM;Sal i Sun10:15AM
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Do you feel that
there was too much hype
surrounding Y2K?
“ I think it was too commercial; an idea to make
money and make people paranoid.”
Jennifer Bennett,
Junior, Communications
“It was just a big bust.”
Steve Price,
Junior, English
“Yes, Everyone thought there would be glitches,
but there wasn’t.”
Omar Mitwally,
Junior, English
“Y2K keeps us sitting on pins and needles, the
new year turned out to be uneventful, it was a retail
ers paradise with all the planning.”
Pat Allen,
Senior, Allied Health

Question of the Week;
If a fire alarm in your
residence hall went off tonight,
would you leave the building?
L e t y o u r v o ic e be heard !

Call 655-7616 or e-mail

MSUoplnlons@hotmaU.com
to respond.

T H E M O N T C L A R IO N
M o n tclair S tate U niversity
113 S tu d en t C en ter A nnex
U pper M ontclair, N ew Jersey 07043
E-m ail: rn o n tc lario n ^ 'h o tm ail.co m
Phonr. (973) 6 5 5 -5 1 6 9 Fax'. (973) 655-7804
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N ews E ditor • C hristine Z ielinski
A cting O pinion P age E ditor • Liz H utchinson
F eature E ditor • C arolyn V elchik
A rts E ditor • M ichael F innerty
A cting S ports E ditor • M ike H alper
H um o u r E d it o r • C hris F inegan
P hotography E ditor • J e n n W inski
C hief C opy E d it o r • M ary P aolucci
Layout E ditor • J oy R enee S elnick
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F acu lty A d v is e r • P r o f es so r R o n H o l l a n d e r
The adviser neither prercads nor regulates the contents of The Montclarion,
for which its editors arc totally responsible.

7he Montclarion is a class one organization o f the Student Government
Association, Inc. o f Montclair State University. Published weekly, except
during examinations, summer and winter sessions, The M ontclarion is funded
in part by student fees distributed by the SGA. The views expressed in the
Opinion Page section, with the exception o f the Main Editorial, do not
necessarily reflect the views o f The M ontclarion. The first edition o f The
M ontclarion, then named The Pelican, was published on November 28,1928.

The Seton Hall Tragedy:
Could It Happen Here?
At 3 a.m. the fire alarm sounds and hundreds of MSU residents come out of
their beds, put on their coats and trudge down the steps to stand outside in sub-zero
temperatures waiting for the fire company to turn off the false alarm. Does this
sound familiar? False fire alarms are an almost daily occurrence for most MSU
residents.
Seton Hall University students were not this lucky. Earlier this week, stu
dents were awakened by an early morning fire alarm. Most took their time getting
their coats on and heading down the stairs. It was not until smoke poured into their
rooms and they heard the screams of their fellow classmates that they realized the
situation was real. Three students died and 62 others were injured as a result of the
fire.
The Associated Press reported that there has been 18 false fire alarms at Seton
Hall since September. Many students reported hesitation to evacuate the building,
based on many past false fire alarms. MSU had similar problems last semester.
The problem here escalated so much Residence Life issued a reward for any student
who has information on false fire alarms. Residence Life,University Police and
even the local fire departments have been trying to collaborate on finding a solution
to the problem. So far, there have been none. Does a tragedy similar to Seton Hall’s
have to occur for MSU officials and students to realize this is a serious issue?
False fire alarms not only endanger the lives of students, but also residents in
neighboring communities. When fire officials are called to MSU due to a false
alarm it leaves less protection to surrounding communities if a real emergency oc
curs.
Since there have been a number of false alarms, students are less likely to
take alarms seriously. They may take their time leaving their room or even stay
behind, not wanting to face the bitter cold. What would happen if there was a real
fire?
The tragedy at Seton Hall not only affected their 10,000 students but also students
nation wide. It will hopefully instill in them the seriousness of fire alarms. You
don’t set off smoke detectors in your house as a joke, why should you anywhere
else?
Where does this end? Does there have to be a tragedy to open the eyes that
are creating the problem? The solution is simple. Next time that you wake up at 3
a.m. fire alarm blaring, you have to wonder how real the situation is. Does smoke
have to creep under your door or flames to engulf your bed for you to realize that
this is a real fire? You should be able to trust that when the alarm sounds it is a real
emergency, not just a silly prank.
The M ontclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will
not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for
length, Content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security
number and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. •
Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to
MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State
University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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This Bug’s Bark was Worse Than its Bite:
Y2K Passes Into History as The Apocalypse that Wasn’t
he world had been holding its breath since
long before the millions gathered in Times
Square or along the River Thames began
counting down the last seconds of 1999. Almost
everywhere you turned, there it was. The news
media bombarded us with warnings and enough
ambiguous premonitions from technical experts
to make Nostradamus cringe. Public officials
spoke with constituents and spewed endless
soundbytes to television crews about all of the
measures being taken to ensure that everything
would be alright. The advertising world turned
the growing hysteria into a cash cow, selling ev
erything from Volkswagens to M&M’s. And
when the last strains of “Auld Lang Syne” played
themselves out, people around the world began
to debate if the Y2K bug’s bite was as bad as its
bark, and one question lingered: Where were you
when everyone started to cry wolf?
While MSNBC.com ran a laundry list of
Y2K-related problems in the early hours of the
year 2000, most of the reports were nothing more
than minor complications. The internal clocks
at a few nuclear power plants went down, but
were operational before any other problems were
reported. A UPS plane had to make an emer
gency landing after some of its instruments
blanked out while in mid-flight. On the lighter
side, a boy in London apparently cut the cords
that led into his computer terminal because he
feared that bugs were crawling around inside of
it.
Now let’s put some perspective to these mi
nor incidents. According to International Data
Corporation, between $66 and $76 million was
spent globally on Y2K preparation, between $31
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“...a boy in
London
apparently cut
the cords that led
into his computer
terminal because
he feared that
bugs were
crawling around
inside o f it.
-------------------
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and $41 million in the U.S. alone. Tufts Medical
dropped nearly 18.000 Medicaid patients because
it felt that spending on Y2K should be prioritized
over medical coverage. The ten largest commer
cial airlines in the U.S. spent $650 million to
make sure that everything went smoothly when
computers made the switch to 2000. They were
then forced to cancel 80 percent of their alreadyabbreviated flight schedule due to poor sales.
Well, was it worth it?
Most of the doomsday scenarios prophesized
by Y2K neighsayers never seemed to surface and,
at best, all we have is a string of amusing anec
dotes about how funny our dependence on tech
nology can be. In Maine, a computer glitch in
the Secretary of State’s office caused nearly 2,000
owners of new cars to receive licenses for
“horseless carriages,” a title issued to automo
bile owners prior to 1916.
And what about the massive computer crashes
anticipated after the dawn of the new year? On
January 1, a JavaScript security hole created what
Microsoft big wigs referred to as an “innocuous”
bug in the Hotmail e-mail program. On January
14, versions o f Netscape Communicator 4.7
crashed but were quickly remedied. The U.S.
government budgeted $7.5 million for Y2K
preparation and what do we have to show for it?
Maybe the Secretary of State’s office in Maine
can afford to send out a new batch of “horseless
carriage” licenses without worrying about hik
ing taxes to fund the state’s budget for postage.
The fact of the matter is that, for all of the
panic that was supposed to be sweeping across
the globe on Dec. 31, it seems as though a whole
lot of people have dropped millions of dollars in

cash down a black hole. While there are those
claiming that computer problems will still sur
face, it seems more likely that the only world
wide catastrophe is in the never-ending debate
over whether the new millennium really begins
on January 1,2001. (For those who are still go
ing around mumbling about the “new millen
nium,” please take into account that the calen
dar didn’t start in the year 0 and it’s a whole lot
easier to sell Volkswagens and M&M’s when
there are catchphrases lying around like “Prod
uct of the Millennium”).
So, while Peter Jennings and Dick Clark tried
to keep people glued to the tube to see Y2K un
fold around the globe, maybe we should begin
to look at things a little differently. Forget about
the world ending when your PC tells you it’s the
dawn of the 20th Century. Disregard the Rever
end Jerry Falwell’s comment that a Y2K apoca
lypse would have been “God’s instrument to
shake this nation.” Instead, consider the words
of J. Lee Grady, Editor of “Charisma,” who said,
“Don’t be gullible enough to believe preachers
and publishers peddling ... doomsday hysteria.”
While “Charisma” did run a cover story titled
“Doomsday Madness,” complete with a portrait
of nuclear family in a bunker, shotgun, flash
light and Bible within their reach, there’s a shim
mer of truth to Grady’s words.
A question for the Year 2000: Where were
you when what you feared didn’t happen?

Justin Vellucci, Editor-In-Chief o f The Montclarion, is a Junior English major.
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Stranded on
Campus: Lot 28
Parking Poses More
Problems Than
Solutions
My name is Frank Hering and I am a
second year student here at Montclair State
University. I am writing this letter in ref
erence to the parking situation here on cam
pus. My car was towed one night while I
was working at the radio station, leaving
me stranded on campus. After discussing
the matter with such people as Dean Helen
1was advised that I must park in lot 28 as a
security measure for my own safety. Not
wanting to break any of the rules I com
plied with the solution given to me.
The problem I now have has to do with
the business that transports students to dif
ferent parts of the campus. On Monday,
Nov. 3 0 ,1 left my radio show as usual and
waited for a bus to bring me to my car in
lot 28. When the bus arrived, the driver
informed me that he was no longer pick
ing students up. He stated that the best he
could do was drop me off at the bridge lead
ing to Clove Road and that I would have to
walk from there by myself at approximately
2:30 a.m. I must question whether this is
the safest thing for students to be doing.
I hope you will look into this matter
and hopefully find a way to correct it be
fore something happens to a student.
Frank Hering
Second Year Student

Currently I am a student and I am dis
gusted with the way the Residence Life staff
has been handling the desk operations, and
the attitudes of campus police. On Mon
day, December 13, at approximately 11:58
a.m. I entered the building of Webster Hall
and to my surprise, there wasn’t a D.A. at
the desk. 1 called the campus police, our
supposed security guards, to inform them
and the officer on the phone told me, “That’s
not our problem, call Residence Life.” I told
the officer, “you mean to tell me you are
campus security and you won’t send some
one to secure the building,” and an all girl
dorm at that! The officer then said, “Don’t
blame us for this, it is not our business,”
and then hung up the phone. I spoke to an
other officer named Myers and she was just
as rude and inconsiderate as the first, stat
ing that because I didn’t want to say my
name she would not tell me hers, (I had
asked her for a first name to include in this
letter). However, she forgot that she said
her name when she answered the phone “Campus police, officer Myers speaking.”
I thought about what just happened and
it really upset me. I pay housing fees to
live on this campus and feel safe, just like
every resident student, and I believe it is the
responsibility of the campus police to se
cure each building, especially if there are
no other alternatives. With all the campus
crimes that have taken place, (the Fall 99'
semester) it’s outrageous for an officer who
represents the safety at MSU to say it’s not
their responsibility to take some action.
There is no need to blame the desk as
sistant who left the desk because at the time
many people were taking their last test, or
preparing to take a final, and would risk a
full semester’s hard work to sit at a desk,
because no one showed to cover them.

There is also no need to blame the desk as
sistant who came late. She called to say she
would be late, as desk assistants are in
structed to do. We need to lay the blame on
Residence Life and Campus Police. If there
was no desk assistant to cover the desk and
the Director of Residence Life, Resident
Manager and Resident Assistants were not
around, what are you to do? Stay at the desk
and risk failing a final exam, or leave the
desk unattended, the choice is not difficult
to make.
I feel if there is no unity we have no cam
pus community! If for some reason a D.A.
can’t work at the desk, or if they call to say
they will be late, and no other desk assis
tants or resident manager is available, it

The Week In Politics

should be the duty of the campus police to
lend a helping hand in securing that build
ing. What else are they there for, to ride
around on bikes, sleep and eat in police cars
in lot 28 and give tickets mercilessly?
If I have offended any students, I apolo
gize. If I have offended any desk assistants,
I apologize. If I have offended members of
Residence Life or campus police, good!
Take heed of what was said and make
changes. Sometimes the truth hurts, but if
you listen to it, it might help.
Mary Benoit
Junior
Psychology Major
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H e lp ra is e m o n e y a t MSU's <1?
A lu m n i P h o n a t h o n
4>

$

Funds raised will be used to support scholarships,
_ research and programs at MSU.
Mondays-Thursdays
b. 7-10, Feb. 14-17, Feb. 21-24
5 - 9 p.m.

(make your own schedule)
experience required, only enthusiasm!

Fill out the form below and return to the
BOND HOUSE, 848 Valley Road (South Campus)
Attn.: Liz, Phonathon Coordinator
Return by Monday, January 31 to reserve your seat.
................... Fonriore jnform atjoa caH (973) 65J5-7472...............

I E a rn
!

$ 5 .2 5

p e r h o u r

Free dinner and prizes awarded nightly!!

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a
k ........................................................................................................................... - .................................................................................................................................................

Please ch e ck all o f th e nights you are a b le to work th e Phonathon:
WEEK 1:
WEEK 2:
WEEK3:

Mon, Feb. 7
Mon, Feb. 14
Mon, Feb. 21

Tues, Feb. 8
Tues, Feb. 15
Tues, Feb. 22

Wed, Feb. 9
Wed, Feb. 16
Wed, Feb. 23

Thurs, Feb. 10
Thurs, Feb. 17
Thurs, Feb. 24

N am e:__________
Phone number:
Return to the Bond House, Attn: Liz Voltman, by January 31

T he
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A Message From
The New President

D ilb e r t ®
b y S c o t t Adams

B y W a ll y

leader o f the Cerebral People and New
President o f MSU

M ISTER D O G BER T

(A Y G O A L I S O N E

TH EN

W ILL BE C EO OF

fA IL L IO N V I C T I M S

C R O S S -S E L L IN G .

IN THE F IR S T

W H IC H I P R E F E R T O

OUR FIN A N C IA L

Greetings, students of MSU.
I come before you today to address some
concerns that have been raised by you, the
subjects of my domain.
First of all, I’m not some “Moon Man”
as some of you have so delicately put it. I
didn’t arrive here with plans of complete
domination. And I certainly didn’t come
here to give you all anal probes. Where you
came up with that one even my humungous
cerebellum can’t figure out.
No, I’ve come here because of opportu
nity and coincidence. I received word that
your species was having difficulty with your
computers. A “Y2J” bug or something.
Apparently, you all went and designed com
puters that didn’t know what year it was.
Then, you went and built your entire world
around these computers that - when you
think about it - had no idea what day it was.
Smooth. Real smooth.
Well, don’t worry. We all make mis
takes. Except me. I’m perfect, but then
again, I was genetically enhanced so that I
would be. My creators designed me to be
both super-intelligent and super-attractive.
Check me out! Those fools in red spandex
on Baywatch got nothing on me.
Anyway, when I heard that not only did
your kind rely on confused computers, but
you also imbibe substances that make you
go to the bathroom in the strangest of places,
I knew I was cut out for earth. I landed here
on what you call January 1, 2000, shortly
after midnight. I found most of you cov
ered in both a bubbly substance and your
own vomit, and no one seemed to notice me.
I asked a human of the male sort where
I might find the easiest place on the planet
to conquer. He implicated this school. Then
he collapsed, unconscious. I fed him to my
pet Antosaur,
Merv.
Most of you
have seen Merv
on cam pus.
He’s the 60foot carnivo
rous insect with
the cute face.
He usually has
one of you
earthlings in his
massive jaw s,
but that’s just
how he plays.
It’s a bit rough,
I must admit.
I know that
most of you
have complained to me about the parking
situation. I have to admit, even I don’t know
where this plan came from. As far as I can
tell, this was drawn up by either one of your
confused computers or a crazed Venusian
Carrotman. You haven’t seen anything like
a 10-foot dancing vegetable who’s inhaled
one too many caustic vapors.
I’ve decided to make things easier on
you, so I’m willing to cut a deal. You want
better parking, and I’m willing to do my part
as a good president. Better parking for all
students has been granted. You get a 10story, 700-car parking garage, but only on
one condition.
Once a day, I’m going to have to feed
one of you to Merv. Now, now, calm down.
I his is indeed a noble fate. I would feed
•he administrators to him, but they’d wreck
havoc on his diet. You see, Merv has a deli-

m o n t c l a r io n
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cate stomach and he needs a low-fat diet to
keep his figure. I can’t very well feed him
administrators. Not only would their hot air
give him wind like you wouldn’t believe,
but all that fat and gristle just can’t be good
for any Jiving thing.
In all fairness, M erv’s meal will be
heavily sedated and will not feel pain when
viciously ripped to shreds. In order to get
him interested in his prey, I will need two or
three volunteers to prop up the food’s arms
and legs and make it dance. It’s actually
quite similar to a profession you on earth
call a “rodeo clown.” Plus, I plan to charge
admission to see this. Actually, it sounds
more like the earth programs called “game
shows.” If you enjoy “professional wres
tling,” you’ll get a kick out of this as well.
Now there are a couple of benefits to this
plan besides the improved parking. First,
remember that
at a university
with such a
large e n ro ll
ment, M erv’s
meal probably
won’t be any
one you know.
Second,
it
could very well
be som eone
you know, but
th ere ’s
a
chance that it
was someone
you didn’t like
anyway. Third,
you have to ad
mit that lines
will without a doubt be shorter. Finally, just
remember that even if you are the one se
lected, at least you don’t have to worry about
those GERs you’ve been putting off.
The last thing I want to address are
changes I plan to make in the coming se
mester. Eventually, I will replace all admin
istrators with farm animals. I’ve already
appointed Quackers the duck as my Vice
President of Budget Blowing. I’m also go
ing to improve the food quality by serving a
tasty dish I call “Soylent Green.” I think
you’ll all find it tasty and surprising.
That is all for now.
This is your president, Wally of the Ce
rebral People, signing off.
P.S. Hubert Rutabaga, you have the dis
tinguished honor of being fed to Merv. Re
port to my house on Upper Mountain Av
enue at once or I’ll fry your keyster.

EX C U S E ME

YEAR TO
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A D V IS E Y O U .
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A ll hail President Wally!
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T h e Horoscope
Never Lies

New Course Announced a t M S U

By

John Frusciante

tastic rumors about actions that may or may
not be taken by your peers against the ad
ministration or faculty members you’re un
happy with while you sit around and beAttention students: the administration of that’s right-complacent!
And no college course would be useful
MSU announced this week that, effective
immediately, a new class has been added to if it didn’t prepare you for the “real world,”
the MSU curriculum. This new course is so rest assured you’ll be able to use the skills
entitled Complacency 101.
you learn in Complacency 101 to settle into
Now through
a jo b you
C o m p la c e n c y
c a n ’t stand
and that has
101 you can
learn all the
a b s o lu te ly
nothing to do
skills it takes to
be an effective
with what you
MSU student.
really want to
be doing with
Learn how to
your
life!
com plain end
Learn the ba
lessly to your
sics of work
friends when a
ing far too
ridiculous, un
many hours
fair, and ineffecfor an ab
tive
parking
surdly low
policy is put into
salary, getting
effect but never Sit. Be quiet. Stay in your cage. Good students.
little vacation
write any letters
to the administration, attend any student time, becoming disconnected from your
concern meetings on the subject, or orga family and friends, and dreading
nize any protests against the new policy. waking up every morning! Work
Then after a couple of weeks of being inac for the same company all your life
tively angry, you’ll be able to just give up, and when you retire you’ll receive
accept the new policy unquestioningly and a gold watch in exchange for all
the ulcer-ridden, socially destruc
become-that’s right-complacent!
Bookstore prices got you down? Don’t tive, cancer-causing years you put
know what to do? Take Complacency 101. into a company that could care less
This exciting new course will teach you how about your well-being as long as
to go to the book store every single semes you keep up your part of produc
ter to buy books for the same outrageous tion. Students will have the op
prices and then sell them back for next to tion of interning in the break room
nothing. All this while complaining to your of an office building of their
friends and completely ignoring the myriad choice, where they can glean the
finer points of complaining every
,of less expensive options provided to you
1
t
J
i
l
i
t
day
about hbw much you hate your
Sy^various services! J o y ! 1
Through Complacency 101, you’ll learn job, but never quitting or doing
all the tricks of the complacency trade, like anything to improve working con
mumbling nasty comments under your ditions.
Another feature of this course
breath to people who have little to no power
to change a situation you’re unhappy about will be studying how to complain
(i.e. cafeteria workers, bus drivers, guards, about the environment but never
etc.). You’ll also learn how to spread fan do anything about it because.
Humour™ Writer and Sixth Marx Brother

CA£R[Q)RiJ (Dec. 23 to Jai). 20): The oolg
thiogs separation god froro a ocrVoAs breakdowo
are a calro, level head aod a bottle of Jack J)aoicls.
'loA occd both *• goOr Wits alooe Will oot cdt it.
7\0Ltf\R!ll5 (Jao. 21 to Feb. 19): lo §rdssels, there
is a roeo’s departroeot store called §ig Ndts where
god cao bAg “le^weat” for 690 fraocs. fllpd
sag T^rpericaos are the Weird ooes...
£ $ ( X 3 (Feb. 20 to % 20): £isces is doomed
to be short. It’s oot gpiog to g,ct aog better, aod
god’ll jflst hake to deal With it. IoVcst io some
platforrp shoes. Hell, it cao’t hört.
T IR O (%• 21 to T\j>c 19): 'lob hake po taleots,
godr braio is fried, god are doobserVaot, aod haVe
difficdltg coAotiog. §At god still haVe a fdtdrc.
Joio the VIVTF aod becoroe a referee, Jabrooi.
T7\URjj5 (?Lpc 20 to Flgg 20): Grab two
frieods aod plag “3 3toogcs.” Whack sorpeooe
with a frgiog pa», wok oot soidcodc’ s haie
Wallpaper goor friuxi to % well. Djco visit the*
croergeocg rooro. Jdst like the bogs alwags did.
GFFUHl ( % 21 to Jdo. 21): Fdlfill godr drearps of
flight, ydild a rocket odt of cardboard boxes, ddet
tape, aod aknoiodip foil. §last off for the roooo
froro godr roof. Ihco pldrpipet to earth. That was
a stopid drearo aogwag.
CAPCLR.CW 22 to Jdl. 22): J)id god eVcr stop
aod thiok aboot whg §ill Gates oaroed his compaog
“%rosoft"? Ffpd What were the people Who caroe
op with “Fln3oftcc” ¡ce cream thiokiog?
110 (Jfll. 23 to F(ag. 22): J)oo’t $Ve Ap. Jdst
remember Howard 3kro’s heroic battle io Private
Parts. He stock With it and iotrodAced Ffrperica to
filth! He is the perfect role model for goO.
VIRGO (T\og. 23 to 3ep. 22): Jost remember sex is oi}lg overrated wpeo goo arco’t haViog as
moch as goo waot. It’s somethiog looelg people tell
themselves. Gdess it’s a good thiog YOU doo’t
haVe that problem.
l!$RR.3cp. 23 to Oct. 22): If goOr compOter has
a microphooe, trg this for laoghs. Record a message.
3loW it dowo to half-speed. [cjiVc it oq people’s
aosweriog machioes. Thcg’ll thiok it’s 3atao.

iwww.crTTnsnm.com--------------------------- «tlawtic r u n « » » » * « * .w s,
MarkParisi@aol com

3QR£I0 (Oct. 23 to fU. 21): On goo cooid jost
do the reverse. Record the message bAt speed it Op
to dooble-speed. [c^Ve it od people’s machioes aod
thcg’ll thiok Aivio aod the (Jipmooks called.

3T\GirniRIl3 (HoV. 22 to J)ec. 22): 'lob opei)
op a sidcwalk-Vcodor’s staod to raise mooeg for
goOr chArch. For oolg ooc dollar, goo’ll give aogooe
a “§ig Ole { W Id The Ass." Yo’d be surprised
how maog womeo briog their hosbaods to goo,

XT

file ß lG G Ä T CATkllP ÖDST Ini

vlisToRy; 6or MÉKÇiicpfcu.fiieajLPacTs
fio
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“Hey, what can I do? I’m not an environ
mentalist!”
The course will be taught by a professor
who didn’t get what he/she wanted out of
life, so instead he/she settled into a comfy
teaching career and now takes out his/her
aggressions and bitterness on the students
by ridiculing everything they do and tear
ing apart their work. This professor has just
received tenure, so he/she is safe in the
knowledge that no matter what he/she says
or does, he/she will not be fired.
Sit back, relax, and let the administra
tion do whatever it wants with your money,
your life, and your college career! Sign up
for Complacency 101 today and you too can
learn how to become - that’s right - com
placent!

Editor's Note: Have you ever laughed so hard
that soda came out your nose? While it made
the journey from mouth to throat to nose, did
you ever think fo r a second that maybe it,
started fizzing around in your brain? / think
that happened to me once o r twice. It certainly
would explain a lot.

humour™

What's Cookin' A t
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Humour™’s Website of the Month

It’s my famous
Yankee Bean Soup!
Well, not exactly. See,
I’m looking for a partner (an
assistant editor) in crime and
someone who will eventually
replace me. I sure as hell cant

THE ILLUSTRATED BEOWULF
www.frognet.net/~wentwrth/beowulf/

stay here for ever, and I’m not
running for re-election at the
end o f this semester. The
Chris Finegan, Humour™ Editor

Those of us who stayed awake in
English literaure were treated to the
story of Beowulf, the larger-than-life
warrior whose exploits saved a nation I
and bored narcoleptic students for
centuries to come.
Fortunately, for those who fell
asleep, there is a “Cliffs Notes”
version available. It’s our website of the month, and it
explains Beowulf in terms even a Wheel Of Fortune
contestant could understand. The characters - Geats,
Danes, Thanes, and Monsters - are played by their modernday counterparts, including Bill Clinton, Catwoman,
Godzilla, and Cookie Monster. The site is well worth a
look, and it’s one of
the few places on the
net to see Slick
Willie and Pope
John Paul II cruising
for chicks.

hours are not bad, the position
is fun, and it looks great on a

resume. So if you’re funnier than I am, and that’s not
asking much, call the Montclarion office at

655-5241.
Humour™: Annoying People For Fun And Profit. Well, Okay, Just For Fun.
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61 Neighbor of
U ganda
62 Roads
scholar?
63 Inc., in
England
65 D e Valera of
Ireland
66 Helper
69 M oves ike
mad
7 1 __bran
73 Bikini part
74 T h e
Swedish
Nightingale"
77 T h e Great
Pacificator”
81 Actor
Brynner
82 Antiquity,
28 Latin I word
30 “Whether _
archaically
83 Depraved
nobler in the
85 Actor
m in d ..."
32 _ roll
Morales
33 Petrograd
86 Tedder's
transport
potentate
36 “America's
8 9 __carte
Sweetheart*
.91 Responsi
bility
40 Singleminded guy?
93 Rater of
44 Local theater
Herman's
45 Tombstone
Hermits
lawman
97 Excessively
46 Essen
fond
99 T h e B e ie o f
exclamation
Amherst"
47 Got off
103 Couch
49 Private
potato's
51 Abounds
woe
(with)
104 _ Branco,
Brazil
54 T h e Utile
Tramp*
105 T h e Time
59 Proof
Machine’
reader's list
people

ACRO SS
1 Actress
Adame
5 Computer
catastrophe
10 Hen or pen
13 With _
breath
18 Press
19 Sarge, e.g.
21 Rocker
Gillan
22 It’s down in
the mouth
23 "Mr.
Television*
25 Cavity
26 -The _ Bug”
f 65 film)
27 Diva Bidu

1

2

3
4

18

s

s

10 6 K a p a a
keepsake
107 Articulated
109 Stocking
mishap
112 “Die tote
Stadt*
com poser
115 “Bubbles’
119 Mortgage, tor
one
120 Mil. rank
121 C h ou En-__
122 Bum remedy
123 Boxer Archie
127 Biggs'

instrument

130 With 55
Down,
‘ Sleepless in
Seattle" star
132 T h e Desert
Fox*
136
137
138
139

Lithe
Ring legend
Sib's kids
Pass
catchers
140 Belief
1 4 1 6 0 s cam pus
org.
142 Writer
Rogers S t
Johns
143 French fries,

•SIDOWN
1 “__ the word“
2 Mem#
melody
3 Hard on the
eyes
4 Free
5 T V station

w o

6 Pinch
7 C h e m ica l
suffix
8 'B eat r
9 Basketball
coach Nat
10 U se a straw
11 Half of
Hispaniola
12 Tempt
13Ktam den's
vehicle
14 Clark's
"Mogambo*
costar
15 Teach on the
side
16 Endangered
animal
17 Com ic
Carvey
20 Stille*»
partner
24 Slimy
stuff
29 Astrologer
Leek
31 Ray
34 G am e
ending?
35 Part
37 Problem tor
Pauline
38 Brother, to
Bizet
39 La Scala
production
40 Support
41 Flu
symptom
42 B ig gers
detective
43 Loaded
48 Sticky
problem?

r

50 Author
Chekhov
52 C ob ra kin
53 Bedtime
55 S e e 1
Across
56 Sprawled
57 Tolerate
58 W easel
word?
60 Literary
collection
64 Challenge
67 Salon supply
66 Joyce of
“R oc71) Lustrous
72 C o b b and
Hardin
74 O n e of
twelve
75 Top-drawer
76 Gentleman
of leisure?
78 Lose one's
tail?
7 9 “How _ B e
S u r e r (*67
song)
8 0 A roaring
sucoess?
81 Accounting
abbr.
84 Cubic meas.
87 Ballet
com pany
88 Harden
9 0 W rong
92 T V ’s “__
Stalkings*
94 European
95 Playwright
Coward

96 Idylls of the
K k tf
charactor
96 Knot
100 Ancient
¡area
1011
102 Soprano Te
Kanawa
108/
I IO L u d d e n o r
Funt
111 Singer
Estefan
113 Verne
captain
114 Folklore
figures
11 5C om ic
pianist
116 Illinois city
117 Produce
118 Put in
stitches
120 Winter
wear
124 Word form
lor “alT
125 Funnyman
Fdxx
126 In addition
128 Bristol brew
129 Ensnare
131 “Saving
Private
Ryan"
extras
133 C o la cooler
134*__Blu,
DipirfioDi
Blu“ ('56 hit)
135 Pretoria's
loc.

WORDS ENDING IN “1ST”
I F C Z W U R S P M J H E C
P i
z X U S Q N L E J G E C Z X V
o

T R P T N L X X J H E C A Y W
V T N T S

23

I N O S R A R P A N

27

L K U T s I X R A M I G E R T
40

41

42

C B D T M Z F C Y C L

46
54

X W I U A T S

I S T S

I G G U R D

I

I

61

s

T S

I O L O S C H E M I

R P T S
I

I V

I T C A O M L T N

I G E S D B T S

Y X W U T S

S T

I

I

P Y T A E

E H T T S Q P D

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
Activist
Arsonist
Artist
Chemist

Cyclist
Dentist
Druggist
Exorcist

Maoist
Marxist
Nudist
Pacifist

Sexist
Theist
Typist

T he
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• C hild C are W anted •

H elp W anted

Child care wanted 3 days (2:30-6) for
our 6 year-old boy in Upper Montclair.
If interested please call us at
(973)783-2938.___________________

Small advertising promotions
company seeks a highly motivated
individual to provide administrative
support to sales staff and president on
a part or full time basis. Heavy
interaction with client and vendors.
Strong communication, organizational
and interpersonal skills a must.
Proficiency with MS Office package.
Fax resume with salary history to
(973)731-0828.____________________

Love swimming, art & crafts, dance
and Pokemon? 5 yr. old U. Montclair
boy seeking reliable, loving sitter w/
similar interests. Fluent English, own
car, 3 refernces required. 3:45-7 p.m.
M/F. 744-6464.
Babysitter needed for after school for
9 & 6 year olds, in Montclair home.
Monday through Thursday, about 3-6
p.m., or in any of those days. Possibly
Saturday nights. Duties involve
supervising homework, playing with
the kids, possible after school
activities, etc. Car and references
necesry. Call (973)783-5966.

Restaurant. Earn Cash in a fun
environment. We are jiring servers,
bartenders. Felxible scheduling for
students. Apply in person. Bennigan’s
in Fairfield. Route 46 East at Passic
Ave. (973)882-0162.

Flexible PAT caregiver needed for
Wednesday and other afternoons,
mornings, and weekend evenings.
Care for toddler and 9 year old.
Excellent references only. Montclair.
Call (973)783-4151.

Studio apartment in private house
close to MSU. Nice area, newly
renovated, all new appliances. Eat-in
kitchen, use of washer/dryer. Call
Chriss (973)751-5955.

Babysitter for 9-month-old baby for
either Monday or Thursday afternoon
for 4 hours and/or a couple of
Saturday nights per month. F'refer
someone who has experience with
babies and has own transportation.
References required. Please call Mary
Kate Mellow at (973)259-0166.
Part-time babysitting for 2 school age
children. Monday 7:30-9:30 a.m. and
Friday 6:30-9:30 a.m. Additional hours
available. Call Karen at 746-2464.
Babysitter to care for 1 year old boy,
three mornings, M,T,W. Must have
own transportation, Call ASAP for
interview. (973)239-8013.
Reliable, energetic caregiver needed"
for 27 month old boy in Upper
Montclair. Hrs. T-Th, 4:30-7:30 p.m.
References and driver’s licsense
required. Call (973)509-2232.

m o n t c l a r io n

For R ent

oiN Us!

For only $10 you can
reach out to the
13,000 students of
Montclair State
University. Gall
The Montclarion
advertising

Get involved! Join The Montclarion
and be an active part of the campus
community as well as the events that
shape your experience at college.
Opportunities include writing on a
wide range of subjects from news to
the arts and entertainment, or voice
your opinion as a columnist for the
Opinion section. Call us at 655-5169
or stop in to our offices at 113,
Student Center Annex any time during
the week to speak to someone in
person about where your place in The
Montclarion is.

deptartment at
655-5237.

O

c c u p a t io n a l T h e r a p y
TIelping O thers A chieve Independence

Seton Hall University’s Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
is one of the most comprehensive, professional OT programs in the nation.
You’ll learn to critically analyze and convey information to patients, colleagues and other
health professionals. Courses not only provide the technical skills necessary to practice OT,
but also prepare you for the rapid changes in the profession. This three-year, full-time
program is the first accredited OT master’s program in the state of New Jersey.
For more information or an application call: (973) 761-7145 (OT program office)
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@shu.edu • On the web: www.shu.edu/academic/meded/
6 w ee ks^ credits, as low as $2,800 (based
on typical costs of tuition, room & board,
books, and airfare)

Fully accredited by ACOTE December 1999

Term 1: M ay 22-June 30 • Term 2: Ju ly 3-August 11
www.outreach.hawaii.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

University ot Hawaii at IVIaioa, Summer Sessions

SETON HALL

mm UNIVERSITY.

400 South O range Avenue, South O range, New Jersey 07079 • http://www.slm .edu
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When you’re broke, you look at things in a whole new way.
So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You’ll save up to 50%. And shipping’s always free.

eCampus;com
Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.
Win a trip to Jamaica for Spring Break. No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 18 years and older. Void where prohibited. For details see Official Rules
on www.ecampus.com or send a self addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to: c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104. (WA and

VT residents may omit return postage.)
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‘86 New York Mets
Led by young superstars Dwight “Doc” Gooden and Darryl
Strawberry, the Mets earned their highest win total ever, going
108-54 during the regular season, the ninth greatest season ever
at that time. After defeating the Houston Astros in six games,
the Mets overcame the Boston Red Sox in seven games to earn
their second first World Series Title since the Amazin’ Mets o f
1969.

‘98 M cG wire and Sosa
In the greatest home run race o f all time, Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa spent the season chasing each other on the way to
break Roger Maris’ record o f 61 homeruns in a season.
McGwire won the race, hitting his 62nd home run in early
September, on the way to an unfathomable 70 home run season.
Sosa finished with the second best home run total ever, with 66.

‘98 USA W om en’s Soccer
Mia Hamm and Brandy Chastain led the favored United States
Women’s Soccer Team to Olympic Gold. Their season was
capped off with an exciting 5-4 shootout win over China. After
the most accomplished goalkeeper in U.S. Women’s soccer
history, Brianna Scurry, turned away one o f China’s shots,
Brandy Chastain secured the Gold Medal with the final U.S.
shot.

‘99 New York Yankees

seasons
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‘98 C hicago Bulls
Led by Michael Jordan in what turned out to be his last season,
the Bulls defeated the Utah Jazz in six games to win their 6th
NBA Championship in eight years. Jordan was named Finals
MVP for the sixth time after scoring 45 points, including the
game winning jumper, in the final game o f the series, and his
career.

‘94 New York Ranqers
The Rangers had the longest Stanley Cup drought in history, not
hiving won the Cup for 54 years. In 1994, Mark Messier, Adam
Graves, and Mike Richter finally led the team to the Holy Grail
o f hockey. The Rangers defeated the New Jersey Devils in a
grueling 7-game series to reach the finals, where they came back
from a three-games-to-none defecit to beat the Vancouver
Canucks in seven games.

‘86 New York G iants
Head Coach Bill Parcells and quarterback Phil Simms led the
Giants to a regular season record o f 14-2. NFL MVP Lawrence
Taylor led the defense, and the Giants defeated the Denver
Broncos 39-20 in Super Bowl XXI. Phil Simms was named
Super Bowl MVP for his 22-25 passing performance. Eight
Giants players were honored with spots in the Pro Bowl.

‘95 New Jersev Devils
*

The Yankees swept Texas in the Divisional Round o f the AL
Playoffs, then defeated Boston in the ALCS en route-to a sweep
o f Atlanta in the last World Series o f the 1900’s. The win
marked the 25th World Series Championship in Yankee history,
making them far and away the most successful sports franchise
o f the 20th Century.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ^

1994 Rookie o f the Year Martin Brodeur, top defenseman Scott
Stevens, and vicious but effective forward Claude Lemieux led
the Devils into the playoffs, past the Bruins, Penguins, and
finally the Flyers, to reach the Stanley Cup Finals. In the Finals,
the Devils defeated the Red Wings in a 4-game sweep. Lemieux
was awarded the MVP Trophy for his outstanding play in the
Stanley Cup Finals.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ----------------
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Outlast

CONTINUED FROM P. 24

CONTINUED FROM P. 24

When all was said and done, the
scoreboard showed a 61-29 MSU victory.
Ouch. Shine finished with a game-high 14
points and 11 MSU players scored over the
course of the night.
The Red Hawks will have a great op
portunity to build more momentum when
Rutgers-Camden’s Scarlet Raptors (1-11,08), who happen to be just as inept as RutgersNewark, visit Panzer Gymnasium this Sat
urday at 4 p.m.
Hopefully, MSU will be able to build on
this huge victory in preparation for meeting
NJAC’s second-ranked team, Rowan Uni
versity (12-1,6-1), on Rowan’s home court
next Tuesday at 8:00 p.m.
In their first meeting. Rowan dominated,
winning 98-54, and letting no MSU players
even reached double digits in scoring.
Rowan’s Donna Clark (20 points), Meleena
Edwards (19 points), and Kristi McCullough
(21 points) will most assuredly be looking
to have another huge game against the MSU
defense.

deficit to one, and a jumper by NJAC
Rookie of the Week Walik Wilson with four
minutes left in the half gave MSU a lead
that they would not relinquish.
The second half again started slow on
both sides, but the Red Hawks managed to
pull away. A free throw by Jason Bush with
16:36 remaining in the game gave MSU a
10 point lead. A lay-up by the Raider’s
Michael Chapman cut the lead to six with
13:21 to go. From there the Red Hawks
went on an 8-0 run, pulling away and never
looking back.
Over the next ten minutes, MSU built
the lead to 20, and a jumper by senior for
ward Mike Bult with 2:45 left in the game
put Montclair up by 22, at 64-42, their larg
est lead of the game. A 3-pointer by sopho
more guard Tom Fischer with under a
minute to play brought the crowd to its feet
and sealed the rout.
Walik Wilson finished with 14 points
and seven rebounds, and B.J. Reilly chipped
in with 13 points.

JENN WINSKV M ONTCLARlOh

B.J. Reilly snatches a loose ball as a Rutgers-Newark player tries in vain to recover

\fJko-t do you u an t to see?
Want to see something in particular in Hed Hawk Snorts?
Want more Hockey? More Intra-murals? More profiles?
Let us know!

E-mail nodHawkSnorts@Hotmail.com with your
comments, questions, and suggestions!
TheMontclarion is here to bring you
what YOU want to read!

A
L in k in g

u d io l o g y

R esearch &

C l in ic a l P r a c t ic e

The New Jersey Football
Officials Association is now
accepting applications for
admittance to its 2000
training program. Successful
completion of the program
will certify applicants to
officiate high school varsity
football contests in the State
of New Jersey. Application
deadline is May 15, 2000.

Seton Hall University’s School of Graduate Medical Education offers an innovative

Doctor o f Science (Sc.D.) in Audiology*
and in collaboration with the University of Medicine and Dentistry of Newjersey (UMDNJ), an innovative

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Health Sciences:
Audiology & Hearing Science Specialization**
These programs provide you with state-of-the-art academic, clinical, and research opportunities
through affiliation with many prestigious clinical sites and research laboratories.
You will learn how to provide the most effective diagnostic and treatment procedures to those who exhibit
communication disorders related to hearing impairments. Fundamental concepts in scientific research
methodology and design in addition to state-of-the-art technical skills are also emphasized.
Our flexible and diverse curricula are open to post-Bachelor's*** and post-Master’s students and
enable you to pursue doctoral studies on a part-time or full-time basis.

F o r m ore inform ation o r an application call: (973) 275-2825 (A udiology program office)
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@shu.edu • O n the web: www.shu.edu/academic/mededy
Seton Hall University - School of Graduate Medical Education
University of Medicine and Dentistry of Newjersey - School of Health Related Professions

In partnership for you

SETON HALL

UNIVERSITY.

400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange. NJ 07070 • lutp://www.shu.cdu

* ASHA Candidacy Slatus
Granted August 1 ,1999
“ Speech-Language Pathology
Specialization also available
*** Sc.D. program only

Applicants must be physically
fit, 18 years of age or older,
and residents of Northern
New Jersey. For further
information and an
application please send a
business size STAMPED
SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE to:
Membership Chairman
NJFOA Northern Chapter
4 Vine Street
Fairfield, NJ 077004-1328
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M ens Basketball Takes

No Break for M S U

Ford H oliday Tournament Womens Basketball
MSU’s Milenko Beric named Ford Help The Children Holiday
Tournament Most Valuable Player

Red Hawks fall short in Gettysburg Tournament; loses fourth
straight NJAC game

By Mike Halper

By Mike Halper

Sports Editor

The MSU Men’s Basketball team came
away with a big £3-67 overtime win over
Roger Williams University in the finals of
the Ford Help The Children Holiday Tour
nament. Junior center Milenko Beric, who
had been injured and sat out for seven games
coming into the Tournament, won MVP
honors as he racked up 26 points and 32 re
bounds in MSU’s two games.
After leading 36-28 at the half, MSU
spent the first nine minutes of the second
half building their lead.
Up 51-39 with 10:59 to play in the game,
the Red Hawks looked like a lock to win
the tournament. This was a good example
of why they play the games.
Roger Williams stormed back with a 152 run over the next six minutes that put them
ahead 54-53. They would extend the lead
to 59-55, but they just couldn’t hold on.
MSU freshman forward Walik Wilson cut
the lead to two with 2:31 left, and a B.J.
Reilly steal led to a lay-up that would tie
the game at 59, with less than 30 seconds
on the clock. Reilly would finish with a
game-high 19 points.
In overtime, senior forward Mike Bult

scored first, putting MSU ahead for good.
Michael Lynch hit a three-pointer for Roger
Williams, cutting the lead to 67-65 with 1:22
left, but MSU would hit six free throws be
fore the game ended, putting their opponents
away.
Tournament MVP Milenko Beric fin
ished the game with 16 points and a gamehigh 17 rebounds.
In their first tournament game, MSU was
matched up against Felician College. Led
by sophomore guard Jason Bush’s gamehigh 21 points, MSU rolled to a 78-60 vic
tory.
After starting out slow, MSU was trail
ing 10-8 early. Bush nailed a three-pointer
to give MSU the lead and moments later
Milenko Beric hit the first of three straight
lay-ups to give MSU a 17-101eadwith 13:37
to go in the first half.
The Red Hawks put Felician away after
that, going up 37-21 by halftime. Junior
guard Brian Meyers played superb defense,
blocking six shots to go with his 14 points.
MSU kept their lead in the second half
by taking what Felician gave them. MSU
players took 24 free throws in the second
half, hitting 17 of them.
Beric finished the game with 10 points
and 15 rebounds.

Sports Editor

Things seemed like they might be go
ing up for the MSU Women’s Basketball
team, as they bounced back from two
straight NJAC losses to reach the finals of
the Days Inn Tournament held at Gettysburg
College.
With big games from sophomore guard
Stephanie Ellerbe (13 points), junior guard
Kerry Shine (game-high 18 points), and sixfoot junior center Marlena Lawrence (18
points in 17 minutes), the Red Hawks played
more efficiently than host Gettysburg in the
first round of the tournament on Jan. 7, com
ing out with a 63-56 win.
In the final game, played the next day
against a 4-3 Wheeling Jesuit team, the Red
Hawks couldn’t put together another win.
Despite another strong game from Lawrence
(18 points, 2 blocks, 2 steals), the team was
defeated.
Once back at home in Panzer Gym,
Kerry Shine welcomed the College of Staten
Island to town with a 19 point game, lead
ing MSU to their highest total score of the
season, and they handed the Dolphins an 8265 loss.
After MSU closed out the first half with

a 40-26 lead, April Nelson led a Staten Is
land charge to come within five points at
65-60. After the teams traded scores,
Marlena Lawrence layed the ball in to give
MSU a 69-62 lead, and spark a 15-3 MU
run to finish the game.
As the team took to the road again for
Mahwah and their game with Ramapo last
Wednesday, they left that little bit of mo
mentum behind. Lawrence and Ellerbe
again had strong games, with 14 and 13
points respectively, and Lawrence grabbed
a game-high 16 rebounds. Tara Larkin and
Stephanie Pillari countered for Ramapo with
17 and 15 points, respectively, helping their
team to a 40-26 halftime lead.
MSU valiantly attempted a come back,
hitting 20 of 28 foul shots in the second half,
but Ramapo kept them at bay, going on to
win 69-64 and handing MSU its third
straight NJAC loss.
Back at Panzer Gym three days later,
MSU had a good chance to break their
NJAC losing streak. MSU was up 48-46
with under two minutes left in the game,
when Amanda Petronaci and Tamika Riley
of Richard Stockton U. hit consecutive
jum pers to tip the game in Richard
Stockton’s favor.

INTRRMURHL SPORTS SIGN-UPS

BASKETBALL

WATEB POLO

MENS. WOMENS

COREE

REGISTRATION: JANUARY 18 - JANUARY 24
PICK UP REGISTRATION FORMS IN THE COMMUTER LOUNGE
ANY QUESTIONS?;
CALL THE MSU CAMPUS RECREATION OFFICE @ 973-655-7443
COMING SOON...SOFTBALL & SOCCER SIGN-UPS FOR SPRING 2 0 0 0 A N P MOREIII

Red Hawk Sports
New Jersey Athletic Conference
Basketball Standings
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( a s o f 1/17/00)

RESULTS

Men’s Basketball

M en’s Basketball
1/4 - Centenary 45 @ MSU 71
1/8 - Newbury 67 @ MSU 74
1/12 - MSU 54 @ Ramapo 55
1/15 - Richard Stockton 59 @ MSU 51
1/19 - Rutgers-Newark 47 @ MSU 67

School

W L

W L

Richard Stockton
William Paterson
Rowan
Ramapo
College o f New Jersey
M ontclair State
New Jersey City U.
Kean
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden

7 1
6 2
5 2
5 2
5 3
4 4
4 4
26
17
0 8

12 1
10 3
11 2
10 2
10 4
10 4
10 4
6
3

7
8

1 12

School

W L

W illiam Paterson
Rowan
Richard Stockton
College o f New Jersey
Ramapo
Kean
New Jersey City U.
M ontclair State
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark

8 0
6 1
6 2
6 2
5 2
3 5
26
26
0 8
17

Women’s Basketball
1/7 - MSU 63 vs. Gettysburg 56
1/8 - MSU 50 vs. Wheeling Jesuit 69
1/10 - Staten Island 65 @ MSU 82
1/12 - MSU 64 @ Ramapo 69
1/15 - Richard Stockton 50 @ MSU 48
1/19 - Rutgers-Newark 29 @ MSU 61

M en’s and Women’s Swimming
1/12 - USMMA(M-124 W-84)
@ MSU(M-92 W-109)

Women’s Basketball
W L

12 2
12 1
10 4
11 3
8
5
3
3

3
9

11
10
1 11
1 12

OFF THE BLOCK
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1/13 - MSU (M-74 W-86)
@ Rowan (M-128 W -122)
1/15 - (W) MSU 132 @ ESU 128
1/19 - Misericordia (M-82 W-86)
@ MSU (M-107 W-107)

Wrestling
1/5 - MSU 38 @ Wilkes U. 14
MSU 12 vs. Lycoming 19
1/8 - MSU @ Hunter Invit. - First Place
1/16 - MSU 42 vs Coppin St. 12
MSU 44 vs. Howard 12
MSU 32 vs. East Stroudsberg 14

U PC O M IN G
M en’s Basketball
1/22 - 4:00 p.m.
Rutgers-Camden @ MSU
«

1/25 - 8:00 p.m.
MSU @ Rowan
Women’s Basketball
1/22 - 2:00 p.m.
Rutgers-Camden @ MSU
1/25 - 6:00 p.m.
MSU @ Rowan
M en’s and Women’s Track
1/23 - 10:00 a.m.
Boston Invitational
M en’s and Women’s Swimming
1/22 - 2:00 p.m.
WPU @ MSU (M&W)
1/25-6:00 p.m.
Kutztown @ MSU (M&W)
Wrestling
1/25 - TBA
TCNJ @ MSU
Hockey
1/22 - 8:20 p.m.
Hofstra @ MSU
1/23-7:20 p.m.
Long Island U. @ MSU

Male Athlete
of the Break
Rami Ratei
Rami Ratel (20-0,11 pins) has been on
a hot streak all season. At the Hunter Invi
tational held at Hunter College, Rami led
the Red Hawks to a big victory by win
ning his 149-pound weight class and be
ing named Most Outstanding Wrestler of
the Tournament. On Sunday, in a Quad
Match versus Coppin St., E. Stroudsberg,
and Howard, he scored three victories, in
cluding two pins, leading MSU past all
three opponenents.

Female Athlete
of the Break
Marlena Lawrence

Freshman Eddie Fernandez (lane 4) leads the M SU M en’s Swim m ing
team to a 107-82 victory o f Misericordia at Panzer Gymnasium last
night. The Womens team also won, 107-86.

In four of MSU’s five games over the
break, Marlena Lawrence was MSU’s high
scorer. Over those last five games, she
has amassed 82 points and 47 rebounds,
16 of them coming against NJAC rival
Ramapo. Her best performance of the
break has been a big game this past Sun
day against Richard Stockton, in which she
scored a game-high 21 points, pulled down
13 rebounds and had two blocked shots,
both of which were team-highs.

M en’s Basketball Outlasts
Rutgers-Newark
By Mike Mazanec
S ta ff Writer

The MSU Men’s Basketball team de
feated Rutgers-Newark (3-9,1-8 NJAC) 6747 at Panzer Gymnasium last night, improv
ing their record to 11-4 (5-4 NJAC). The
Red Hawks were led by sophomore guard
Jason Bush, who scored a game-high 18
points on 7-16 shooting from the field.
In a game that was played rather slop
pily, the Red Hawks managed to wear down
their opponent by playing good defense,
rather than running them off the court. MSU
held the Scarlet Raiders to just 34 percent
shooting, despite a good showing by sopho
more Keith Harvey, who led Rutgers-New
ark with 16 points.

MSU senior guard B.J. Reilly
opened the scoring by hitting a 3-pointer
seven seconds into the game. Rutgers-New
ark then proceeded to go on an 11 -2 run,
taking an 11-5 lead with 14:08 remaining
in the half. MSU called their first timeout
after having committed five turnovers.
The Red Hawks seemed anxious at the
onset of the game, forcing shots and conse
quently giving Rutgers-Newark opportuni
ties at the other end.
The Red Hawks pulled to within four,
but a 3-pointer by the Scarlet Raiders’ Keith
Harvey put the Raiders ahead 23-16 and
prompted MSU to use a 20-second timeout.
Another 3-pointer by B.J. Reilly cut the
See O U TLA ST on P. 21

MSU Women Snap Four
Game NJAC Losing Streak
By Mike Halper
Sports Editor

The kind of holiday break the MSU
Women’s Basketball team had would prob
ably leave anyone more than a little frus
trated. What better way to take out that frus
tration than to beat up on one of the NJAC’s
worst teams?
One of the teams fitting that bill,
Rutgers-Newark (1-13,1-8 NJAC), came to
Panzer Gymnasium last night, probably
without much hope of winning. The Red
Hawks (5-10, 3-6) jumped out to a 6-0 lead
before the Scarlet Raiders knotted the score
five minutes into the game.
That could have given the Scarlet Raid
ers a little confidence, already having been
able to catch up before the opponent got too
far ahead.
Or not. Junior guard Kerry Shine and
sophomore guard Stephanie Ellerbe took
MSU on a 24-4 run, which included 16
straight points, putting the score at 30-10.
After Laurene Bove hit a free throw for
Rutgers-Newark, MSU scored .another six
points, closing the half out at 36-11, with a
46 percent shooting percentage compared

to the Scarlet Raiders meager 14 percent.
Shine had already racked up eight points.
Junior center Marlena Lawrence had six
points and six rebounds. 11 MSU players
had already been in the game.
This is the kind of game coaches look
for. It’s an opportunity for the starters to
get a well-earned rest, for the backups to
get some good playing time, and for every
one on the team to enjoy a nice evening to
gether.
Well, the winning team enjoys it. It’s
hard to imagine the Scarlet Raiders were
having a good time.
The second half wasn’t quite as bad.
MSU wasoutscored 13-11 over the first 12
or so minutes.
Even still, Rutgers-Newark could have
made the decent game of it and appeared at
least somewhat respectable. Instead, in the
second half, they shot 4-29, even lower that
their first half percentage, and only made
10 of 29 from the free throw line.
See VICTORY on P. 21

Walik Wilson N am ed N JA C
Rookie o f the Week
By Mike Halper
Sports Editor

JENN WINSKI/ M O N TCLAR IO N

Freshman guard Dionne Fleming races w ith the ball, en route to another M SU score.

It’s been a good week for freshman for
ward Walik Wilson. Against Ramapo last
Wednesday, he got his first call to start in
an MSU Men’s Basketball game. Then he
went out and proved that he deserved to stay
in the starting line-up.
Wilson earned NJAC Rookie of the
Week honors this past week for his contri
butions in Montclair’s 55-54 loss to Ramapo
on Jan. 12 and their 59-51 loss to Richard
Stockton this past Sunday.
Against Ramapo, Wilson, who gradu
ated from St. Anthony’s High School, shot
7-11 for 14 points, and pulled down 16 re

bounds for the Red Hawks. Wilson helped
MSU charge back from an 11 point defecit
before Ramapo narrowly won the game at
their home gym.
Four days later, as Richard Stockton in
vaded Panzer Gymnasium, Wilson, in his
second start, racked up another 14 points
on 7-15 shooting, to go along with his six
rebounds and three blocked shots against the
NJAC’s top-ranked team.
Wilson’s 14 points in each game marks
his college career-high, and his 16 rebounds
against Ramapo also marks a career-high.
For the season, Wilson has appeared in
six games, and has averaged 21.7 minutes,
8.3 points, and 5.8 rebounds per contest.

MSU Wrestling Dominates Competition Over Break
By Mike Halper
Sports Editor

Coming in to this past Sunday’s quad
match with Coppin St., Howard University,
and East Stroudsberg University, MSU’s
wrestlers were on a roll. With three big wins
in their last four matches, plus the Hunter
Invitational Tournament Title under their
belts, the Red Hawks (6-1) had been wres
tling dominantly. The trend would continue
throughout the day.
MSU rolled to easily defeat all three
teams, and the team’s two undefeated wres
tlers, Rami Ratel (20-0) and Florian Ghinea
(17-0), both added three victories to their
tallies. Ratel pinned two of his opponents,
upping his total pins to 11, a tie for highest
on the team.
Dominic Dellagatta (16-1), who also has

11 pins on the season, also had three victo
ries and two pins on the day.
All three matches were lopsided, with
MSU averaging nearly 40 points per con
test, and only giving up an average of just
over 12 points.
Brad Christie (20-2) added three victo
ries for the team, and Carmen Mercandante
(6-3), Joseph Immersi (7-4), and Kyle Good
(7-2) added two victories each on the day.
Montclair also recorded six forfeit wins in
the three matches.
MSU’s next match is Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. in Panzer Gymnasium, against The
College of New Jersey (6-2), who feature
149-pound Matt Moscatel lo (18-7) and 125pound Anthony Conte (18-4), who has a 4311 career record.

MSU wins Hunter Invitational
Tournament
After winning three of their last four
contests, the MSU Wrestling Team must
have been hungry heading into the seventeam Hunter Invitational Tournament on
Jan. 8. They dominated the competition,
scoring 10 top-three finishers, including five
first place awards. The team won by a com
fortable margin, 32 points ahead of second
place New York University.
MSU rode a wave of victories led by
149-pounder Rami Ratel (17-0), who won
first place in his weight class and was named
Most Outstanding Wrestler of the tourna
ment, and 133-pounder Jess Monzo (13-6),
who had three victories by pin fall, two of

them in less than 90 seconds.
Also racking up first place awards were
Dominic Delegatta (13-1) in the 165-pound
class, Brad Christie (17-2) in the 174-pound
class, and Kyle Good (5-2) in the 197-pound
class.
Three days earlier, the wrestlers visited
Wilkes University, where they had matches
with Wilkes and Lycoming. Wilkes fell 3814 as MSU scored five pins, including pins
from Rami Ratel and Florian Ghinea. But
the Red Hawks co u ld n ’t overcom e
Lycoming. In a match that saw no pinfalls,
Lycoming came away with six of the 10
decisions, and a 19-12 victory.
MSU’s Ghinea dominated in his match,
pulling out a 21-9 majority decision.

